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COSMIC
 From Cosmos, the universe as an orderly

harmonious system, a beautiful order!
 

INTELLIGENCE 
the ability to acquire and apply cosmic

knowledge and skills.
 

AGENCY
  Providing a service.

AGENT 
 Has an active or efficient cause, is an active

cosmic principle within the agency: a
representative. Origin of agent - latin  ‘doing’,

from agere -
 

The C*I*A is an international 
network of Astrologers on a mission –
 igniting, connecting, advancing and
promoting the living consciousness

that is Astrology in all its applications,
for individual and collective

empowerment, conscious evolution
and by utilising the co-creative

intelligence!
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agent 144 - alex trenoweth

Horary from Agent 41 Joanna Grant, “Asteroids in
Focus” from Agent 66 Sara Gilbert and “Time
Cycles” from Agent 133, Olga Morales. What great
fun it was to be with many of these agents at the
fabulous Venus retreat!

In case you missed it, “Cosmic Cooking” with Julija
and Peta Santos (Agent 57) has been chosen as a
regular featured column for Astro.com! We all had
the opportunity to sample Peta’s beautiful Mercury
cuisine at the Venus retreat. A huge shout out to
Peta for bringing astrology to life with her glorious
menus! Please do remember to support our
contributors by sharing our links, leaving
comments and reactions on our social media posts.
Reviews and Excerpts

In our reviews section, we thank Andrew Smith
(Agent EI) for his overview on “The First
Astronomers: How Indigenous Elders read the
Stars” by Duane Hamacher as well as Sara
Diamond for her review of Christopher Renstrom’s
“Rise and Shine”. Thank you too to Margaret Cahill
of The Wessex Astrologer for providing us with an
excerpt of “The Moon and its Evolutionary Nodes”
by Deva Green.

Our featured Agent is Laura Boomer Trent (Agent
87) and although I know her quite well (having
spent time with her in London and India), it was
fascinating to read about her life and influencers.

We were very sad to hear of the deaths of fellow
astrologers Deborah Thewlis and Sue Farebrother,
both of the UK. You can read their tributes from
The Astrological Journal, courtesy of editor Victor
Olliver (Agent 57).

Finally, we welcome the talents of Moon Doogas
(Agent 14). Moon designed our front cover and set
himself the task of creating a tarot deck in 7 days!
You can read about his experience in this issue.
Both Julija and look forward to working with him in
future issues of TimeLords.

Please do remember to support our contributors
by sharing our links, leaving comments and
reactions on our social media posts.

After nearly 60 hours of travelling, I finally arrived at
Julija’s home in Melbourne Australia (after a brief few
days in Sydney) on 18 October. It was the first time
Julija and I had seen each other in over 3 years and
to be honest, during the long days of Lockdown, I
had depressingly resigned myself to never seeing her
again. But be gone sad days! Such reunions deserve
a toast and so we toasted our reunion as well as all
our hard working CIA agents around the world with
an appropriately purple cocktail. It takes more than a
Lockdown to keep CIA agents apart!

This issue of TimeLords—our 5th!--is very special
for a number of reasons. 5 is the number belonging
to Venus and so Julija have been in close proximity as
the Venus Star point was in Libra during CIA’s
fabulous retreat. You can read more about our
adventures and look over some of our fabulous (and
very beautiful) photos at the retreat. This issue is
loaded with lots of delights to the senses.

We have five wonderful lead articles in this issue: our
big thanks to Agent 85 (Russell Von Olhausen) for
part 2 of his intriguing article on the magic of
rainbows. We also thank Agent 116 (Liz Hathway) for
her article on Putin and Xi-Jinping, two men who can
definitely use a good dose of Venus! Agent 114
(Sonal Sachdeva) treats us to a Jyotish perspective on
Saturn in Capricorn through the sidereal zodiac.
Andrew Smith (Agent EI) starts his new regular
column with an introduction to “The Walkers” and we
are looking forward to future instalments. We are
always delighted to welcome new agents and so it
gives us great pleasure to publish Victor Olliver’s first
article as Agent 57 on a most passionate—and
forbidden—relationship between Oscar Wilde and
Lord Alfred Douglas.

Every now and again, opportunities drop into our
laps and I am delighted to be working with Toff
watches of London to produce authentic zodiac
watches which will be available for purchase in time
for Christmas. You can read my account of this
venture in this issue along with the regular columns
from Agent 107 Nicki Allison (“Plants and Planets”),
“Sky Spy” from Agent 12 (Julija), Astrology at the 
 Moviess form yours truly (agent 144) Horary

EDITORIAL
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Highlights for 2022 have been our C*I*A
Symposiums - Cosmic Renaissance celebrating the
gifts of the Jupiter/Neptune Conjunction back in
March and more recently the Venus Star Libra
symposium in October, our 8th gathering on the
Venus Star topic that we have done every 9.5 months
since we activated the mission at the Aries Point in
2017, with Arielle Guttman and Gemini Brett. It's
been great to see the Venus Star method take  on
meaning for many other astrologers now using this
magical pentacle and the beauty of the Venus cycle
in their work. As I've always said following the Venus
Star reminds us of the power we have as creators in
life's ongoing story.

Yet the magic of all we do comes together in the
most special way, when we can be together in
person, as we did at C*I*A''s recent Venus: Magic of
the Cosmos Retreat, timed for the weekend of  the
Venus Star LIbra exact conjunction, in the most
beautiful springtime setting of Maitripa's Buddhist
Centre. It had been five years since we were here
and 4 years since our last retreat, held during the last
Star Point, at 2° Scorpio  the interior retrograde
conjunction, up in UKI, NSW.  The timing couldn't
have been better.

Between the heavy rains in Melbourne we lucked out
on day 1 as we gathered to set up for the 3 days.  We
love Maitripa and its quaint surrounds, the hills and
blossoming nature,at this time of year and as we've
done this here 4 times  before,  we quickly transform
the rooms and decorate with the C*I*A touch and
efficiency and of course this time with Venus in mind.

C*I*A UPDATE : 
  
 

As we gathered on the sunny lawn to met and greet
our guests, I noticed when gathering the photos that
we were again living out our Sabian Symbol for
C*I*A's Mercury at 11°48' in Leo in our 7th house
12° Leo - AN EVENING LAWN PARTY OF ADULTS

Opening our Venusian Retreat  we came together t
with an introduction to the 3 days together,
introducing our Agents - Olga, Deb, Suzi, Peta, Nicky,
Kristina, Petrina and special guest Alex joining us all
the way from the UK., a talented group with much to
share. Was it surprising that the Moon that night was
the exact same degree as Alex's?  We chose a Taurus
rising chart as Venus set, with 12° Aquarius at the MC.
We readied ourselves for a meditation and sound
healing vibration and a cleansing smudge of smoke
from the local gums. But before doing so, I read out
this passage to all as they looked at Botticelli's
painting of the Primavera, picked as the image to
represent the spirit of our retreat. From the book that
inspired me to take up formal studies of astrology
back in 1999 - "The Elixir and the Stone" by Michael
Baigent and Richard Leigh -1997. The perfect
introduction follows... 

As we get towards the end of another year, I want to
thank all the wonderful contributing C*I*A Agents
and guests we have had write for our website and
Timelords magazine, talk and share their wisdom on
our social media channels and teach for us at our
growing online C*I*A Academy. We look forward to a
productive 2023 as we plan topics, schedules and
symposiums and other special gatherings.

Great to see another Timelords issue come
together with more and more regular columnists
and contributors with our 5th issue now in our
2nd year. For those that remember, Timelords
was named after 2 C*I*A retreats that never
happened in 2020 and 2021 and became this
online magazine's name.

CONJURING
                   COSMIC SPIRIT
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"An illustration of how a talismanic painting
operated magically, it is worth looking closely at one
of the greatest of them, Botticelli's famous
Primavera, executed for a cousin of Lorenzo
de'Medici and disciple of Ficino. Before doing so one
must recognise that Botticelli subscribed to the concept
of a Cosmic Spirit enunciated by Ficino and promulgated
by Pico. This Cosmic Spirit can be conceived as
analogous to light, which when filtered through a prism
produces colour. When filtered through effluence or a
force filed, of a particular planet, the "Cosmic Spirit" was
believed to conduct and convey the planet's energies. In
the Primavera, Botticelli endeavours to invoke the vernal
energies of Venus in order  to disseminate them through
the terrestrial world and foster an atmosphere of
perpetual spring - an atmosphere of rebirth and renewal.
of awakening, sexuality and love.

At the geometric centre of the painting stands the
patroness of the process, Venus herself, embowered in
vernal greenery and fertile vegetative growth. To her
right, in the foreground, are her earthly avatars, the
Three Graces Beauty, Chastity and Passion. According to
Pico, the "unity of Venus is unfolded in the trinity of the
Graces, and it is through them that her influence will be
transmitted to the domain of humanity.

The Cosmic Spirit is conjured into the painting at the
extreme right. it is exhaled into the scene by the wind
god Zephyr, whose breeze is also the Hermetic Pneuma,
denoting both breath and spirit. Zephyr's   exhalation of
pneuma is to be conceived as actively circulating through
the painting, moving dynamically from right to left, like
Kabbalistic text in Hebrew. It touches the flimsily clad
earth nymph Chloris, who reflects the denuded world of
winter. At Zephyr's touch, Chloris makes way for 
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- or perhaps metamorphoses into Flora, nymph of
spring, whose luxurious apparel  reflects the
springtide earth, sumptuously clad in vestments of
lush vegetation. Continuing on its path, as if through a
carefully constructed pipeline, the pneuma will then
animate the dance of the Three Graces; and one of
them Chastity, her hair still modestly braided and
bound up rather than loosely flowing, will be initiated
into love by Cupid's arrow, aimed at her from above.
Her love, like her gaze, will be directed at Mercury who
stands calmly at the painting's extreme left, in
symmetrical balance and counterpoint of Zephyr. And
he, with his upraised hand and eyes, will redirect it
back into the cosmos again.

The painting thus depicts and simultaneously seeks to
induce, a dynamic process. By means of this process
the Cosmic Spirit is conjured down tp earth in
specifically "Venusian' form. It is channeled through
the terrestrial world according to a precise itinerary or
trajectory. Having produced its effects, it is then
guided back into the firmament again. Through its
circulation, below is linked with above, earth with
heaven, microcosm with macrocosm. And the process
will repeat itself eternally in an ever-recurring cycle.
The cosmic Spirit will eternally enter the world through
Zephyr's impetuous vernal breath. Having renewed
and revitalised dormant nature, it will then return to
sublime serenity of the numinous, whence it will
reappear again with the spring of the following year "

excerpt from Page 193-194 -  Chapter 9 - 
Hermetic thought and the Arts : The Talisman

The ELIXIR ansd the STONE - BAIGENT and LEIGH  1997
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The days were full and the nights warm, as extra day
visitors joined us for the special program. We even
managed to cook our next Cosmic Cooking Recipe -
Fast, Quick and healthy - this inspired by Mercury.

Needless to say, the cosmic spirit and magic came
together in so many ways over the 3 days. Our senses
were buzzing, the birds were chirping, we were high on
astro wisdom and blessed by wonderful people and
food, as symbols and paintings came to life around us.
As we also found time to sit quietly in nature, i noticed
something i has never noticed before at Maitripa as
another C*I*A symbol came to life in front of me .
C*I*A's chart has the true node of Black Moon 
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Lilith conjunct Mercury at 10° 19'° Leo , and as
Agent 29 had painted the C*I*A's chart for us last
year, a chart painting full of beach landscapes, lawn
parties, swings by rivers, hammocks, paintings
coming to life and talking  with each other, crystal
gazers and tea leaf readers,  the symbol for C*I*A's
BML at 10°19' Leo is : CHILDREN ON A SWING IN
THE SAFETY OF AN OLD OAK TREE"

One of the most wonderful things to see at a
retreat is the friendships that develop and the
individuals relaxing and learning and being truly
themselves, sharing deeply and honestly or
laughing loudly.  One criteria for our C*I*A retreat
is always to be yourself! We see people unfold and
even come to life, leaving with a new spring and
hope in their step , blessed with  the time we had
shared together. 

If you missed this one, hopefully you can join us for
the next one. Where will it be?  Hard to say yet, but
1.6 years sounds like good timing. Stay safe, stay
happy and may the cosmic spirit touch you, to pass
it on.ou too!

 
Love and Light - Agent 12 Julija
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The renown theoretical physicist Max Plank,
the “father of quantum physics”, was born on
the 23rd of April 1858.

He was born with Sun-Pluto three degrees
conjunct, and Mercury-Jupiter exact 22˚, as well
as Venus and Uranus, six planets, all within 25
degrees in Taurus. I often refer to Taurus as the
“sign of the mathematicians”. Many a
mathematically gifted mind has come from a
calculated and strong Taurean connection to the
Earth, as the planets travel through the light of
the stars in that region of the heavens. Max
Planck was a natural transceiver of these gifts.
With the Uranian energy in the mix of forces at
play in his natal chart, it is easy to understand
that he was born well-equipped to lead a
scientific revolution, one which has forever
changed the world…for better and for worse. He
was the right person, in the right place, at the
right time, as the fundamental limits of classical
physics had been reached and the beginning of
the breakdown of the mathematics which
underpin certain Newtonian Laws was
underway. 
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Children of the Rainbow
Part II: Math, Myth, Shadow & Light

 

BY AGENT 84 - RUSSELL OHLHAUSEN

Simply Shadows Within the Light

“ALL matter originates and exists only by virtue of a
force... We must assume, behind this force the existence
of a conscious and intelligent Mind. This Mind is the

matrix of all Matter.” 

~Max Planck
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When Isaac Newton first spilt light with a prism and constructed his
governing principles, he did so based primarily on the studies of low-
frequency heat & light. Three hundred years later these computational
and fundamental laws seemed to be invalid when analyzing higher
frequencies, which led to what is referred to as “the ultraviolet
catastrophe”, in late 19th century physics. It became obvious to Planck
that a drastic new approach was needed for analyzing higher frequencies
of electromagnetic radiation, which of course include all levels of
fundamental matter and all ranges of sound and light. Everything, every
particle & every star in the Universe glows with its own internal heat. It
was the study of why hot objects, like our Sun and the stars, glow with
colors that they do -or- to put it another way, how electromagnetic
frequencies, the ‘colors of light’, correspond to the temperatures within a
perfect mathematical “black body”, that led to the development of
quantum physics. Planck introduced his basic laws & constants of
quantized energy, those that bear his name, which in turn, opened up a
doorway for new scientific understanding. He standardized energy, based
on an indeterminately small metric of a quanta of light. What Newton had
failed to grasp, in his studies of optics, is that the inherent patterns of
“relative brightness” hidden within each color of light held the keys to a
new reality   – the quantum world. 
 

Next Dimension Astrology
What some of astrologers (non-astrologers alike)
have realized is that a drastic approach to the
Zodiacal mechanics is probably needed to advance
our astrological knowledge. The same natural
distribution patterns studied by science are revealing
the underpinnings of the energetic world; what I see
as a bridge between the material and spiritual
dimensions described by both math and myth. These
intricate symmetrical harmonies of the shadows
within light, the relative luminosity of frequencies of
the spectrum, may hold the keys to both the
behaviors of light and the behaviors of life. In Part I of
this article series, I provided a basic standard model
for the chromatic or spectral Zodiac, and the
reasonings behind the choice of R-G-B (red-green-
blue) over a R-Y-B (red-yellow-blue) symmetrical color
model. Primarily that we are analyzing the color
frequencies of light, not the color frequencies of
pigments. 

In this article, we will take a brief look at cultural
concepts of the spectral phenomena, and why
remembering that we are “children of the astrological
rainbow” is important in this alchemy of awakening.
What are the pathways and the boundaries of this
evolutionary process? 

 
 Where is the line between animate and inanimate,
organic and inorganic, life and death…? What
generates the vital essence that pulses through us,
and governs those energies by the fractalization of
light into a matrix of matter, divided by the flow time?
How does ‘mind’ link to ‘matter’ through energy and
frequency? Which are then easily translated through
a simple natal chart? This is where the mathematical
template of the Zodiac already provides the
scaffolding for the answers.
 

Math in the Myths: 
What are we hiding from ourselves?
I personally believe, that knowing our place in space
and time is one of the most important determinates
of our personal growth and our collective evolution.
The ancient astrological mathematical priests were
most venerated because they cultivated and refined
this knowledge, which was used to guide their
cultures, as they were destined to rise and fall
throughout the eras and aeons of time. All levels of
increasingly complex cultures passed on guidelines
and instructions for working in harmony and union
with cycles of nature and of consciousness; and how
these cyclical shifts correspond to the movements of
the planets.
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There are those who are born to be the keepers of
knowledge, through dark times of ego, separation,
and ignorance. The ancient keepers – from whom all
of the knowledge our esteemed astrological
traditions descend – veiled this wisdom in cultural
stories, the timings of rituals and codes in religious
texts. While these truths have been blasphemed by
many, they were kept knowingly secret by some and
as unwittingly sacred by others, to make them
continually available for those with the eyes to see &
the ears to hear. Without the coordinated efforts of
these keepers, we’d be much more spiritually lost in
time..

The Mayans assigned roles of leadership and
servitude based on date of birth, according to their
archetypally divided calendar, which is centered on
their studies of planetary cycles and energies. The
Egyptians astrologer-priests planned far ahead for
mapping our way back from long epochal rising and
falling of civilizations through constructing stone
pyramids & temples. They instilled an awareness of
our connection to the heavens into the daily life and
practices of the people. Along with the Babylonians,
they passed this knowledge on by various means,
evermore cryptically, to the Israelites, the Greeks and
subsequently to the Romans. 

All of which have contributed the basis for the
astrology that we have in the West today. It was
embedded into hieroglyphs & alphabets, into the
maths and the myths, as the ancient shadow slowly
fell upon the Earth over the last few thousand years,
obscuring the rainbow bridge to higher
consciousness. This was done in order to prolong the
light a little deeper into the long night and to shorten
the awakening at the next new dawn. 

For thousands of years in the Middle-to-Far East, the
wisdom patterns of nature and heavens were
codified. These codes were then sanctified,
mythologized, practiced, and studied, through the
waxing and waning of many civilizations. They hid
meanings of natural phenomena and forces in stories
of the cycles of the ‘moods’ and the ‘whims of the
gods.’ These wisdom teachings found a key
developmental center in India, where they were
interwoven with planetary timing-based spiritual
practices and also through the standardizations of
measurement on which cultural exchange is
composed. The daily sounds of the flow of
information, commerce and currency have become
the life breath of a successful civilization (and we
should probably be aware by now, that our modern
civilization is starting to hyperventilate - but that is
another article).
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The Universal Rainbow Covenant 

Iris: Rainbow Messenger Goddess
We all know Hermes/Mercury as the “messenger of the
gods” in the Greek pantheon, yet there were many
other specific and personal messengers of the gods.
Iris and her sister Arke are each considered the
personified reflections of the rainbow; Iris, the bright
primary rainbow and Arke the dimmer reverse
secondary rainbow. Iris is called ‘swift-footed’ and
often carries a caduceus, as Hermes/Mercury does.
She was instructed by Zeus to carry a pitcher and fly
down over the seas to gather water, which she
sprinkles into clouds and the sky, creating or becoming
the rainbow. 

In the Homeric poems she appears simply as the
rainbow itself. Her name has a triple meaning, in that
iris is Greek for “rainbow”, and it is commonly derived
from the Greek eiris meaning "the speaker or
messenger", as well as being connected to eirô, "I join".
She plays the role of joining the gods to mankind
through messages in the colors of light. Iris, the
goddess of the rainbow, is the joiner, conciliator, or the
messenger of heaven, whose role is to restore peace in
nature. 

A “covenant” is generally thought of as an
agreement or oath. In Judaism, a covenant, bĕriyth,
is the most binding spiritual and material agreement
one can make. A ‘covenant’ is also rooted in related
ancient languages as both a “coming and going”, a
two-way reciprocation of promise and obligation.
One of the most recognizable, yet perhaps
misunderstood bĕriyths, is the Noahic covenant or
the “rainbow promise” of Yahweh to Noah and his
decedents, heralding the Biblical post-flood period.
One might consider that the covenant may not be
simply referring to a promise “to never destroy the
world through a flood again” but possibly that this is
a reminder of a key to certain knowledge of the
waxing and waning, the coming and going, of the
inner workings of G-d within. A rainbow covenant
could also be considered an organizing principle of
how the macro and micro realities, the cosmic and
quantum, are ultimately unified on a fundamental
level. How higher and lower frequencies, he
domains of light and matter energy, are always in
perpetual communication with each other. Many
rainbow myths across the world connect or bind the
messages and knowledge of the gods to mankind. 

 
THE RAINBOW WILL BE IN THE CLOUD…THIS IS THE SIGN OF THE COVENANT

WHICH I HAVE ESTABLISHED BETWEEN MYSELF AND EVERY LIVING
CREATURE ON THE EARTH. 

 ~GENESIS 9:16-17 CJB
" "
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Qōs/Quzah/Qaštu: God of the Rainbow
Have you ever heard of the ancient god Qōs or
possibly the related Quzah? I wasn’t really that familiar
with either of them. As it turns out, Yahweh may have
created a twin reflection; or vice-versa, Qōs may have
created Yahweh as a twin, who then usurped his
position. Either way, in the written record there
appears to be a connection with the two. Qōs,
meaning “the archer” or “the bow”, is considered the
‘national god’ of the Edomites, with veiled mentions in
the Old Testament, yet found frequently within the
names in the Egyptian temples particularly on
Elephantine Island in the Nile Delta, just above the
highest point of the Zodiacal arc of the Tropic of
Cancer in Africa. The Egypto-Semitic Qōs was identified
with the Arabic god Quzah or qaws quzah, the “Bow of
Quzah”, which came to mean simply ‘the rainbow’. The
awareness of ‘qaws’ as the rainbow extends through
Africa, Egypt, Israel, and all through the Mid-East over
thousands of years. He is referred to as ‘king’ and
‘mighty one’, and considered a ‘storm god’, pictured
holding a lighting bolt. Qōs also is a common Arabic
name for Sign of Sagittarius, Al Qaws (qōs), for ‘the
bow’. A side note, Qōs is my new favorite deity. 
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Chiuta (Qwes’ta): God is in the Rain
In the warm heart of South-Central Africa, the
ethnolinguistic group known as the Bantu peoples
comprise over 400 ethnic groups and some 450-680
distinct languages, with a common “proto-Bantu”
language which dates back to around 4000 years
ago. Just under a billion people are estimated to
speak a Bantu language. Many Bantu speakers still
adhere to a common creator deity and the pre-
Christian spiritual concepts, which harken back to an
even more ancient source root of knowledge. In the
Chewa and Tumbuka mythologies, the supreme
creator deity, Chiuta, (meaning “the Great Bow in the
Heavens”) is symbolized by the rainbow and is
essentially genderless and formless. One could
make the argument the Chiuta has a phonetic proto-
connection to the previously mentioned Qōs. Chiuta,
the self-created, the bringer of storms and
lightening, lifted the Sky (male) from the Earth
(female) by summoning the clouds and the storm
which brought the world into being, creating our
reality and everything in it through light. The African
spiritual philosophy of ‘ubuntu’ or ‘umunthu’
equates to the idea of, “I am because we are”; it is
the knowing that an authentic individual human
being is part of a larger and more significant
relational, communal, societal, environmental, and
spiritual world.
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Bridges to Heaven:
In Norse mythology, the shimmering rainbow
bridge is called the Bifröst, which connects Earth to
the home of the pantheon of the gods, which
sometimes considered to be the Milk Way. In Old
Norse it is called, Ás-brú, "gods' bridge", or the
rainbow. In Japanese mythologies, the Ame-no-
ukihashi, the floating bridge between heaven and
earth, was used by the twin creator gods Izanagi
and Izanami to bring the world into being, it is
suggested to be the rainbow, which fleetingly
connects Earth the Milky Way. The Māori of New
Zealand, the Navajo of the Americas, and the
Siberian shaman of the Buryats, (the descendants
of the ancient Dingling tribes of Eastern China who
share common language root with the Navajo), all
speak of the rainbow path of the gods or holy
spirits ascending and descending from the stars.

More Rainbow Legends
Many cultures have rainbow messengers, creator
gods, or evolved entities; most are essentially
benevolent, yet consistently seem to come with a
story of destruction or a foretelling of a warning. In
Hawaii, the maiden goddess Anuenue is the
rainbow messenger of her brother, the god Tane,
who pushed apart the Heavens from the Earth to
create the space for this reality. The Elamite
goddess Manzat, the Sumerian goddess Tiranna,
the Mesoptanian goddess Shala, and the Akkadian
concept of qištu/qaštu, are parallels to the
personification of the rainbow and common
destruction/creation myths. In Meso-America, the
Aztec Quetzalcoatl and Mayan Kukulcán are both of
the anthropomorphized feathered serpents of the
rainbow, as well as Ix Chel (‘lady rainbow), the
goddess of motherhood and rainbows. The various
Aboriginal Australian peoples have multiple myths
of “rainbow serpent” gods spirits or gods. The
ancient Chinese have many as well, including Hong,
the rainbow dragon, a blessing to some, a warning
to others. In many cultures across the globe, it is
bad luck to look at or to point towards a rainbow,
as it will bring certain physical diseases and mental
afflictions, usually involving becoming asexual or
the degradation of society by the switching of
gender roles. It is said in Bulgarian myths, that a
man who walks beneath a rainbow will begin to
think like a woman, and a woman who does, will
begin to think like a man. 

Death: Now in Technicolor
The complex and beautiful concept of the
enlightened Buddhist death process called thukdam,
is said to often be accompanied by the release of the
sambhogakaya “body of enjoyment” or the jalus/jalü,
“rainbow body”. In many Buddhist teachings, the jalü
level of realization, rainbow consciousness, is the "the
highest state achievable before attaining Nirvana
where individual desire and consciousness are
extinguished." It is associated with tögal, “crossing the
peak”, a practice of “leaping over” into direct
transcendence to obtain the visions from od-gsal,
“luminous mind”; it is the practice of direct perception
from within pristine consciousness. Tögal visioning is
physically practiced in a space absent of light or by
starlight, by engaging the subtle psychic body
channels, the aim being to open the flow of rainbow
luminous images, such as archetypes, symbols or as
sacred geometry, that gradually expand in extent and
complexity, and eventually dissolve realities. The
death release of the sambhogakaya, “the subtle body
of limitless form”, is essentially this same process, an
opening of connection into citta-santana, the
‘mindstream’, an ever-expanding moment of a
shared-experience continuum, which keeps our
consciousness linked to the Buddha-Fields or the
creation of the parallel dimension of the Pure Lands. 
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Cauda Pavonis: The Peacock’s Tail
This is a well-known phrase in the language of
alchemy. The “peacock’s tail” is a conscious state akin
to perceiving the world through a spectrum of
psychedelic colors found in the iridescence of a
peacock feather or on the surface of a soap bubble,
or that bluish-purple veil you can see light up the
surroundings just as the Sun sets, melting into a
magenta horizon. “The Cauda Pavonis phase of the
alchemical process describes a subjective perceptual
change in which the wayfarer becomes aware of the
dreamlike nature of existence.” The “wayfarer” being
you or I, depending on your point of view. We can
apprehend this type of shift imagining going into and
out of our dreams. Or the instant of stepping
through a diamond looking glass and turning to see
that everything outside is just a shadowy distortion
of what is reflected in its purity on the inside. Yet,
realizing even still, that this is not the source of the
light but merely a complex reflection. 
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Conclusion: 
The Spectral Source Code to Reality?
As both Newton and Planck discovered centuries
apart from one another, color holds a key to
unlocking the hidden mysteries of our reality. When
put in mythological contexts, this is clearly not a new
idea. In fact, it’s simplicity and significance seem to
have been lost to time. I would say that the
information hidden in the light also holds the keys to
unlocking a deeper understanding of astrology. The
ever-evolving language of mathematics, which
underlies the foundations of science (and scientism),
also underlies the patterns and structures we can
identify within the astrological mechanisms. Our
modern mindset is one of perpetual complexification
rather than simplification; this is just one of the
evolutionary methods of nature. Could it be that the
answer is the union of these two possibilities? That it
may be just complexifyingly simple – 

Russell von Ohlhausen- Agent 84 is an astrological researcher and
conscious catalyzer. With a blend of science, religion, myth, math,
metaphysics, & most importantly–nature, his works form a
foundational theory of astrological mechanics. Russ works with the
concept of celestial embodiment through “head, heart & hands”, rooted
in sacred dance & ceremony.  https://www.vonohlhausen.org/

a “cosmological simplex”? Afterall, this reality is a
duality, the sum of paradoxes, lest we forget. As I
have stated many times in the past, I believe the
divisional arrangements and mathematical rhythms
within the Zodiac and astrology were constructed
on this same simplex pattern. As astrologers, we
already know how the reflective symmetries of the
Zodiac work. We understand how the angles of light
effect or correspond with our individual psyches
and the patterns of collective consciousness.
Whether you know it or not, you already
understand quantum light physics — just on the
person-to-planet, macro scale. 

I suppose the point of this colorful discourse, if
there be one, is that life is an evolutionary exercise
in shifting our center of thinking away from the
matter-based puppet bodies that we are inhabiting,
and towards remembering that we are the rainbow
creator energies within them. And how this simple
quality of color could be a clue to the code-works of
nature and astrology; just as it has been for
understanding our hidden quantum reality and for
rediscovering that we hail from the realms of the
gods. ~ May Everything Be Illuminated…
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Pluto was conjunct the ascendant in Moscow on
September 30th 2022, as Vladimir Putin set about
signing the treaties of annexation of Luhansk,
Donetsk, Kherson and Zaporizhia. In the
horoscope, a dignified Mercury in Virgo--close to
station direct --opposed Neptune which goes
some way towards explaining why, as later
became apparent, Putin didn’t know exactly
which areas of the Ukraine he had annexed! In
the chart, Mercury and Neptune are in square
aspect to ‘long stay’ Mars in Gemini and Putin’s
pre-amble was combative: ‘the battlefield to
which fate and history have called us is the
battlefield for our people, for great historical
Russia, for future generations, our children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren’ (Daily
Mirror, Sept. 30th 2022). Vladimir Putin – who was
born under the 1952 conjunction of
Saturn/Neptune in Libra - is a text book example
of the way a horoscope acts as a mouthpiece for a
particular personal/collective vision.
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Nostradamus Grand Cross Eclipse in Leo in August
1999  he immediately sought to bring back
grandeur to the nation’s image and to restore the
country’s pride. Putin’s first inauguration as
President was held at the visually stunning Grand
Kremlin Palace in Moscow – a historical first - and
within the year, he had also re-instated the Stalin
era national anthem. Putin’s mission now, is to
restore land he considers part of historical Russia
(land grab = Neptune) to the Russian people
(Saturn).

As a nation, Russia resonates very strongly with the
Saturn/Neptune cycle. The Storming of the Winter
Palace, the death of Joseph Stalin and the
subsequent immediate release of over one million
prisoners, the fall of the Berlin Wall and the
disintegration of the former USSR – all these events
took place under Saturn/Neptune conjunctions.
Saturn teaches us about borders and boundaries,
he forms character through struggle and life 

Saturn/Neptune and the
Horoscopes of Vladimir Putin

and Xi-Jinping
BY AGENT 115 - LIZ HATHWAY
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With a dignified Saturn in Aquarius (stationing at
time of writing this article) conjunct Putin’s radix
North Node and in trine to his radix
Saturn/Neptune conjunction – Putin considers
himself and his country to be engaged in a heroic
battle against the American “neocolonial system”,
and against American power and authority in the
world. In reality, Russia is suffering badly from
sanctions on the economy and from growing
international isolation, and is bogged down in the
war in the Ukraine. Yet to an astrologer, Putin’s
vision of Russia and his own role in its history,
carries all the hallmarks of Saturn/Neptune. Putin
has deep longing and nostalgia (Neptune) for the
past (Saturn) and sees himself as a saviour/leader
(Saturn/Neptune), called to restore Russia’s Cold
War Status (Saturn). ). The Saturn/Neptune
conjunction in my preferred horoscope for Russia
falls in Leo, and when Putin came to power – which
you might recall was on the back of the 



https://www.keplercollege.org/


experience, it is through Saturn that we
learn about self-interest and how to
safeguard the individual ego, when it is
necessary for survival to uphold the status
quo or perhaps, to overthrow it. Neptune
relates to total surrender, the individual
submerged in the collective experience, the
dissolution of ego into the mass,
consciousness submerged into a seemingly
amorphous whole. Neptune is oceanic, it is
the urge to transcend, to loose oneself and
if necessary to suffer or martyr one’s self to
a greater cause.  

The Saturn/Neptune conjunction in my
preferred horoscope for Russia falls in Leo,
and when Putin came to power – which you
might recall was on the back of the
Nostradamus Grand Cross Eclipse in Leo in
August 1999 – he immediately sought to
bring back grandeur to the nation’s image
and to restore the country’s pride. Putin’s
first inauguration as President was held at
the visually stunning Grand Kremlin Palace
in Moscow – a historical first - and within
the year, he had also re-instated the Stalin
era national anthem. Putin’s mission now, is
to restore land he considers part of
historical Russia (land grab = Neptune) to
the Russian people (Saturn).

Saturn/Neptune and Neptune’s
Discovery Chart: All that is solid melts
into air

In the Neptune discovery horoscope, Saturn
and Neptune are closely conjunct in
Aquarius which means from the outset, that
Saturn and Neptune were bound together
and meant to work and dream together. No
mean feat given that these are two planets
who have so very little in common. While
Neptune eroded old beliefs and Christianity
began its slow unravelling, Marx and Engels
presented a new god, the God of
Communism – a political ideology based on
utopian ideas and ideals. Communism
aimed to raise the consciousness of the
workers (the mass) and to motivate them
towards manifesting their collective power
in the world (Saturn) – with the aim of
creating a new society of greater social
equality and social justice. Communism
carries the hallmark of Saturn/Neptune and
one of its earliest slogans encapsulates its
principle message ‘workers of the world
unite, all you have to lose are your chains’.
The Communist Manifesto written by Karl
Marx and Friederich Engels was first
published in London just two years after
Neptune was discovered. 
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Vladimir Putin- Noon Chart

Neptune Discovery Chart
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Xi-Jinping
Another nation living under the sway of a leader
who carries the hallmark of Saturn/Neptune is
Communist China, whose leader Xi-Jinping was also
born under the same conjunction in Libra as
President Putin. Xi-Jinping, who it is said, is ‘redder
than red’, is a princeling, born into the top rung of
China’s elite. Unlike Vladimir Putin, Xi-Jinping had a
privileged start to life. Putin has the Sun applying to
conjunction with Saturn/Neptune in his chart and his
childhood in a suburb of St. Petersburg which was
rife with hardship, is well documented. Xi-Jinping on
the other hand, has the same planets trine his
Gemini Sun. Yet, each of these men experienced the
hard lessons Saturn is inclined to teach. Xi-Jinping’s
father (Saturn) Xi Zhongxun, was a communist
revolutionary and one of the founders of the
Chinese Communist Party. When Xi-Zhongxun fell
out of favour with Mao Zedong and was imprisoned
for sixteen years, his fifteen year old son Xi-Jinping
was sent to Liangjiahe, a back water cave village,
where he worked the land as a peasant for seven
years (a quarter of a Saturn cycle). At some point
during this period, Xi-Jinping’s sister committed
suicide. Despite hardship, both men ‘kept the faith’
and slowly worked their way into the grace of the
Communist Party.  

Like Putin, Xi-Jinping is nostalgic and seeks to return
power and status to the Chinese people. At the
recent party Chinese Communist Party conference
(start 16 October 2022) Xi-Jinping received the
biggest applause of the day when talking about
Taiwan, he said: "The wheels of history are rolling on
toward China's reunification and the rejuvenation of
the Chinese nation. Complete reunification of our
country must be realized, and it can, without doubt,
be realised”. Clearly one of the themes of
Saturn/Neptune, is related to earthing the dream.
Strikingly, during the CCP conference on the very
day of the Sun/Venus conjunction in Libra (22
October 2022) and the shift of the Venus Star Point
from Scorpio to Libra, the party approved
amendments to its constitution aimed at enshrining
Xi at the core of the party and his political thought as
its underpinning ideology. Xi’s third term as
President is unprecedented and his grip on power
undisputed. Here too there are similarities with Vt
election in 2024.

Vladimir Putin who has now been effectively in power
for over 20 years. In January 2020, while Saturn and
Pluto were conjunct in Capricorn and in square to the
1952/1953 Saturn/Neptune conjunction in Libra,
Putin successfully set about amending the Russian
constitution whereby allowing himself to remain in
office at least until the next election in 2024.

The Martyr
I am going to end the opening article in this series
with a quote from Liz Greene, taken from her piece
on Saturn/Neptune published in the AA Journal
(Spring 1976) wrote:  A personality which is affected by
Saturn-Neptune contains the seeds of its own dissolution
in some area of life, for there is usually a blind spot, a
basic flaw in the shell of the ego, through which the
collective call for sacrifice may enter. ……….Neptune
works through ordinary human emotion, but there is
usually a touch of exaltation, the giddiness or ecstasy
before the self-immolation. There is a breath of
Dionyisian madness in Neptune, although he is
generally masked by a mild and self-sacrificing
quality. 
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The Big Picture
As we gravitate towards the Saturn/Neptune
conjunction on the Aries point, I find myself
reflecting on an old axiom which might apply ‘the
enemies of my enemies are my friend’. In the second
part of this series of articles, I will be looking at
possible new alliances and conflicts, through the lens
of the national horoscopes of the main players.
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Are they of this universe? Where do they truly
belong? Will they stay with us or are they merely
passing through? So many questions unanswered yet
one thing is for certain, they unite differing
perceptions. Very likely arising from the mysterious
cloud that envelopes our solar system, some
speculate they move between universes and differing
realities, but no-one knows for sure where they
originate. The current speculation is that they have
strayed out of the vast Oort Cloud, a region of our
interstellar solar system that surrounds the ice field,
which in turn surrounds the wanderers and the
Yellow Shining One, as well as the vast icy realm of
the Kuiper Belt, which extends out beyond the orbit
of Pluto towards this willowy cloud. No-one
understands this strange cloud, which seems to act
as a portal between dimensional space, just like the
mist in the Celtic tails that shrouds this realm in a
hazy light, allowing souls pass between realms.

It is out from this mist, these beings arise, never truly
making it into the inner realm, ever hinting that they
are passing through and will not linger like their
invariant cousins, those Logi that inhabit within the
planetary field. No truly of this world, but equally not
at home in the Otherworlds, these Guides or 
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The Walkers
BY AGENT EI - ANDREW SMITH

Standing alone, between space and time, retrieving both new and old, a mediator of worlds, a
guardian of those memories stored within both the Deep Mind and the heavens, a Guide
whose prompts opens pathways familiar and whose voice is felt and experienced but not

heard. Alien to this physical realm yet oddly familiar, a being whose presence occasions your
everyday awareness but prefers to hover just beyond the physical senses, the Walker strikes a

lonely path, without permanent home or solid family, yet his presence offers insight and
healing for those with eyes to hear and ears to see. 

 

Messengers, are bridges linking our everyday
consciousness to a field of Intelligence deeper, older
and vaster than anything we can fathom. 
Stories are told of Beings that linger, be they fallen
angels, star-beings, spirit guides, guardian angels or
the Ancient Ones. They are folk who phase into our
lives carrying non-linear messages, speaking in
riddles and symbols, weaving together various
timelines and opening up our perception to a deeper
reality, soothing our pain and suffering by their
insightful, yet willowy, presence. 

Showing up within the liminal states – meditation, the
dreamscape, the angelic presence, the Voice that
speaks through another, the serendipitous
haphazard, the Vision quest – these beings purpose is
to bridge disparate states of being, seeking to unite
and therefore heal, parts of Self that struggle to find
meaning or connection. Often mistaken as being
ancestral beings, they are more than that, as they
arise from just beneath the star realm and enter this
plane from above, as well as coming to ground within
this earthy plane. They enable our evolution by
making more accessible those transpersonal aspects
of humanity by bringing to ground their messages. 

The messengers beyond the ecliptic
BY AGENT EI - ANDREW SMITH
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The Centaurs
Known by both astronomers and astrologers are
Centaurs, these comet-like bodies have not existed
within our solar system for long and nor do they
intend to stay forever. It is a wonder, therefore, that
we exist at a time when their presence is needed,
which suggests that they are necessary for our
evolution and for our ability to grow out and beyond
the limitations of our physical senses. 

Leaving aside another such Walker, that of the
shattered planet held in captive orbit between Mars
and Jupiter, the largest of its family being known by
the name Ceres, Hidalgo was discovered at 15 degree
of Aries on the 31st of October, 1920 as an
anomalous being erratically wandering between the
asteroids and Saturn, at a steep inclination above the
path of the Sun. However, it was not until another
body with a less ambitious orbit was discovered in
1977, Chiron, that ‘science’ recognised the presence
of a new group of sub-stellar beings. Chiron’s
presence, the first of its kind, opened up a distinct
pathway to bringing into full awareness the insights
of the awakened mind. Orbiting towards Jupiter,
Chiron crosses over both the paths that Saturn and
Uranus make around our Starlight, opening up our
physical awareness with insights as to how to
become more authentic and truly free of those
themes that bind and hold us fast. 

Another made its physical presence known in 1992,
but this time connecting the ethereal realm of the
deeper imagination, opening up the infinite and
boundless possibilities of the 5th dimension within
this physical realm. Bringing the gods to earth was
starting to become possible, as a quickening started
to occur.
 
In the years thereafter, many, many more such
Walkers were noticed and their path within the
distant outer-inner solar system charted, just as
pathways within human consciousness became more
defined and tangible. Each Being has its own
character and path, some not fully embodying within
our physical being, like Charkilo, and others
remaining within the ungrounded transpersonal
realm, uniting perspectives and fusing worlds
together, like Nessus. 
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These Walkers, in conjunction with the planetary
orbits that they unite, make more accessible the
developmental potential of those planetary beings,
carrying distinct messages from the liminal world and
the physical world, uniting heaven with earth.
Additionally, those very same beings carry back to the
stars, the message of the earthly incarnation. 

A brief note on Chiron
Bringing forth a blue light through his hands, the
soothing skills of the healer who brings forth the
ethereal light, altering the DNA and opening a
gateway to bring back to spirit what has been
experienced here, Chiron’s path is to weave spirit
through the liminal space and to lift up our
awareness of the inner worlds. Whilst historically
considered a male entity, the angled and truncated
cross of matter on the upper section of another
truncated cross speaks of a strong emphasis towards
the expression of the non-linear, sympathetic and
intuitive Yin states. Encompassing the space between
the MC and DSC, Chiron receives the realm of the
close ancestors (the IC being the deep ancestors), and
therefore speaks of family patterns that have been
not disclosed and are required to be integrated so
that the bearer can feel whole. 

Working with Chariklo, whose presence is to aid the
word of the deeper feminine within the dreamscape,
they offer insight into ways to move between this
realm and the Otherworld, as Chiron heals the sense
of separation from the Divine, just as Chariklo
provides the means to move through dimensional
space and closer to the Deeper Light.   

A note on Ceres
The being that was Ceres is now shattered, orbiting in
a space that Kepler’s harmonic theory located, and at
a frequency that is microtonal as opposed to heard
cleanly and loudly; her obliquity immense, regularly
bringing her away from the Path of the Shining One,
freeing her of His immense influence; and her
Presence a reminder that we once had a deeper,
more Yin connection to our desire nature. Ceres, the
largest and first known of the asteroids, is the core of
what once was a planet. She is located in an orbit
close to Mars but not too near Jupiter, where a
reasonable space exists between both. Unlike the
comet-like Centaurs, her bridge is merely to do with
her regular movement high beyond the plane of the 
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ecliptic wherein she received deeply moving, liminal
light from the depths of our Yin consciousness and
transmits it back to the Path of the Sun, enabling us
to bridge meaning and desire. In fact, without her
presence, we would struggle to raise the vibration of
our Terra companion, Mars. 

In terms of the astrology, Ceres is that part of the
soul that intermediates between Mars and Jupiter as
she orbits a large canyon between those two
planetary beings. Whilst different to the Centaurs,
she has a similar role as a meditator and bridge
maker, as the sOul searches to embody the collective
meaning and wisdom that is being transmitted from
the outers through the social planets, Saturn and
Jupiter, before that knowledge is actions upon at
Mars, which in turn becomes physically manifest.
Similarly our physical experiences are lifted up
through Mars and given Soul at Ceres, which in turn
are broadened and consolidated through Jupiter and
Saturn, before being offered back to the Akasha for
future generations to draw forth from at Uranus and
beyond. 

Drawing on the theme of the shattered feminine, a
story told in her mythology and her discovery chart,
I’ve noticed a striking presence of Ceres around the
time of a miscarriage, that ‘elephant-in-the-room’ so
common and yet so unspoken about. It is an intimate
experience to grief the loss of one whose soul never
fully incarnates, a soul who merely bathes in the
waters within, cocooned in the mother’s sound bath,
receiving her tone, connecting to her telepathically
and then disappearing, not to be found. The anguish
and heartbreak that a miscarriage can bring, starkly
juxtaposes the indifference of the world around her,
and at times from the father who has no idea of the
intimate bond established between spirit and
woman. Men cannot know this bond, as they do not
carry the child. They do not know how deep the
protection of the soul of the child is to mother, and
how powerful her instinctive bond is. 

Many mothers experience the return of their child in
dream or in some other liminal message, settling the
emotions and opening up her being to extra-sensory
experiences. Many seek deeper meaning from this
heuresis, or loss, and that heightened emotional
state induces hypnogogic states, transporting the
woman away from the density of the everyday world
and onto a higher path, as she moves towards a
deeper understanding as she seeks answers to ‘why’. 
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She is transported from Mars to Jupiter, as desire is
given meaning through Ceres. 

It is for this reason, Ceres is a bridging planet, and
her telos is that of the spirit of the unborn and the
powerful desire to find union with her lost creative
essence. 

What to do about Pluto
No longer deemed by some a planet, yet her
presence is unmistakable, if misunderstood and yet
to fully reveal herself, she is felt and experienced
more than seen and heard. How many times has our
language misrepresented her evolutionary presence,
clients waiting for revolutionary and almost explosive
events, yet to discover a primal and chthonic liminal
push to irrevocably shift their perception and
consciousness regarding some dimension of their
life? Confused and at time disappointed that things
did not unfold in the manner that they had
anticipated, Her existence is felt as a pressing
awareness, untiringly yet invisibly acting as a deep,
almost imperceptible heart-beat, encouraging you to
truly grow, to deepen your experience and to push
beyond on. It is often with hindsight that her
message is truly understood and eventually
integrated, and it is then that clarity dawns – how
fundamentally altered your perception has become. 
Her message is all about the transmutation of our
heart, a necessary step for us to take if we are to
move beyond the vicissitudes of our physical realities.
Because our heart dwells in unattended dark, we
often forget its sublime sensitivity to everything that
is happening within our personal realm. Subtly,
almost imperceptibly, the heart absorbs the joy of
everything. And the pain and care as well. In time, our
heart can become schooled in weariness, slowly
closing us down to the enormity of what life can be
and what love means. We can become hardened and
defensive, and worse, indifferent. 

Largely skirting on the perimeter of awareness,
Pluto’s message is felt in the heart, shattering open
it’s icy walls, exposing the warmth and innocence,
flooding your awareness with compassion and
forgiveness, as the intensity of the building emotions
overwhelms the carefully constructed dam and forth
flows such deeply felt emotions, that even the
simplest things effect the most liminal profound
shifts in perception, a new lightness entering your
being, relief flooding the heart, enabling you to see,
hear and speak from your heart.#
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Her time is slow, her weave timeless, her memories
lying deep beyond the present, extending at times
beyond what your life experience has taught; as the
past is revisited, a new awareness threatens the
immaturity of then emotions, laying low the bitter
weather. Yet powerful is the hold of those emotional
experiences and your light has become hesitant
towards letting go what has become biographical. Yet
the deepest longing of the soul is to be seen and to
freely love to live with the flow of the river of the
heart, breaking through the gossamer veil of
yesterdays to a place you had forgotten you knew
before the bitter tree was planted. 

Opening your eyes to how deep they’ve been owned
and how entangled your heart has become beneath
the unchecked growth out from that place of painful,
overpowering emotions meant to open you up have
been misunderstood and the rose has become a
thorn, Her unseen presence compassionately hold a
space within which begins your work of mourning.
Your memory is ready to show you everything, having
lingered over time, this and before, as layer of
covering is exposed and the heart is eventually freed
to beat openly, in a raw and primal fashion, releasing
your true being and freeing you to learn to enter
everything with your heart. 

It is the teaching of all the deeper spiritual disciplines
– the true wisdom of the heart, and Pluto, formally
discovered within the realm of Cardinal Water in
close 8th harmonic aspect to Venus, seems to hold
the space within our human lexicon to offer insight
into ways we can freely flow with the river of our
emotional and imaginal world. Perhaps Her
mythology has been over interpreted by the
darkened perceptions of the Hellenistic tradition,
further reinforced by the Christian Church whose
political agenda was to ensure obedience and
control, something has never truly felt right about the
way in which She has been articulated within the
astrological tradition since her formal discovery on
the 18th of February 1930 at 17 Cancer. Perhaps it is
presence of the Watchers in her birthing moment or
that of the Deeper Feminine and the Protector that
has prompted my awareness to review her presence,
let alone the consistency of backward re-interpreting
her presence in clients lives, but it seems that Pluto
does not operate in the same category in which the
other planetary archetypes orbit. 
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Unlike a normal planet, she does not stay in lane,
crossing the path of Neptune for twenty years of her
247 year cycle. This practically means not only is she
closer to the Sun for part of her cycle than Neptune,
that she too Walks across the path, enabling us to
access more readily the Neptunian consciousness.
This last took place between 1979 and 1999. 

Additionally, she reaches both above and below the
Shining One’s reach, obliquely carrying with her
information from within Yin space, transforming our
Yellowed perspective with other shades and tones.
This is a common feature of the Walkers, along with
the fact that she was birthed within the ring of icy,
the Kuiper Belt, a region of near interstellar space
where an entire array of beings forges a ring around
our solar system. 

Her messages are rarely obvious in the moment, and
her presence is, in my experience, subtle and liminal,
taking time to truly ‘see’ the evidence of the
profoundly altered state of awareness that has been
undergone. This is why I find that I have to keep
reminding clients not to listen to the dramatic
language expressed within the terms – irrevocable
change. It is utter transmutation, leaving you with a
profoundly altered state of awareness, if, and only if,
it comes through the heart and its instinctual
knowing. As that heart receives from the beyond and
also leads us back to the beyond, hence why you
rarely hear those about to depart ever talk about
‘stuff’, preferring to repose with memories of love. In
the end, it is all we have – love. 

The Inner Landscape
Curiously, the principle bridging planets (listed in the
table below), were all discovered whilst moving
through the Fixed signs of the zodiac. This strongly
suggests that they presence in our lives is to facilitate
the journey within. After all, it appears that the only
way out is In! 
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It is as if the ‘largest’ Walkers that are directly related to
illuminating the inner pathway, which makes sense
when you consider that they translate the messages
from the outer consciousness realms through the inner
space, so that our actions and manifestation has more
meaning. They also communicate from a deeper realm
of consciousness, a place wherein language is non-
verbal but transmitted telepathically through a plethora
of experiential means. 

 

Their message, therefore, is a deeply
internal one, stemming from the depths

of interstellar space and extending
through the transpersonal

consciousness and into this physical
plane. Without stating they are

Angelic, it is curious to note that the
Angelics within the Scriptures descend
from the various realms of Heaven to
assist with the plight of being human.
These beings were rarely described as
being human, appearing in somewhat

an ‘alien’ form. 
 

Interpreting those Bridging Connectors
It is important to take into consideration the sign that
the Centaur exists in, since it is through that
consciousness the ability to unite the two planetary
orbits that it links, occurs. If Pholus is in Taurus, then
the ability to connect Saturn and Neptune together,
takes place through a Taurean expression. In effect you
need to take the qualities of both Saturn and Neptune
in your natal chart, their sign and aspect sequence, as
well as house, and then seek the position of Pholus,
regardless of whether he is in aspect to those planets or
not, as a way of connecting the two planetary potentials
together, akin to what we do with the midpoints. The
message of Pholus is to lift the lid, as it were, to enable
a deeper spirit to manifest, and therefore the position
of where in your horoscope he falls, describes the
quality of the experience of bridging these two
planetary holons. 
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Furthermore, the specific relationship that Pholus
had upon your first breath, describes the quality of
that bridging experience, the patterns and scripts
that have coagulated within your blood line
regarding the animation of spirit and the strengths
and weaknesses that arise when attempting to use
this part of your psyche. 

The aspects that the Centaur makes, accounts for
the eidetic imagery that accompanies their
messages, and the ‘house’ it is found in, accounts
for the landscape within the dreamscape that is
frequented as the message is given. 

Accessing these Beings 
Unlike planets, the Walkers are not present in an
everyday context. Therefore to access them more
readily, they need to be invoked and questions put
to them, as they speak to you through the
dreamscape and through images that flash into
your minds eye when you meditate or are in a
semi-altered state of consciousness. Ask and you
will receive is a message from many spiritual
traditions, and this is particularly apt of these ‘alien’
messengers whose language is not of this plane of
consciousness and whose purpose is to make more
accessible deeper states of consciousness, which in
turn assist with the evolution of your soul. 

In our next issue we begin with a series of updates on
the Walkers- stay tuned February 2023 Timelords

Andrew Smith - agent Ei is  a full time professional
astrologer located in the Republic of Ireland since 1995 Aside
from my client focused work, he is director of the Blue Rose,
with my wife, Karen Morgan,  hosting weekly classes (in person
in Dublin, Ireland and online), monthly workshops, retreats
and embodiments. Andrew describes his work as humanistic,
and psycho-spiritually orientated. Andrew focuses on client
centred astrological consultations, focusing on a humanistic/
transpersonal approach; Locational Astrology
Location: Dublin, Rep. Ireland
Email: andrew @ andrewsmith.ie
Website: www.andrewsmith.ie
Facebook: www.facebook.com/andrewdhsmith
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The nodes of the Moon, Rahu-Ketu, are now in Aries-
Libra axis as per Sidereal Zodiac, giving us the Eclipse
Seasons of 2022 – with Solar Eclipse on 30th April 2022
and 25th October 2022 and Lunar Eclipse on 15-16th 
 and  7-8th November 2022. 

Thus, the Nodes (from March 2022) for next 18
months will be strongly aligned to Fire Agni energy
(North Node Rahu in Aries) and Air Vayu energy
(South Node Ketu in Libra). 

Just a day before the Solar Eclipse on the 30th April
2022, one of the biggest astrological events took
place: that of Saturn Shani into Sidereal Aquarius.
Saturn Changes sign in Kumbha Aquarius Dhanishta
Nakshatra from Makar Capricorn Dhanista. 

Dhanista, spans in the Indian zodiac: 23° 20′ Makara
Capricorn to 6° 40′ Kumbha Aquarius. In the tropical
zodiac, it is from 19° 20′ Aquarius – 2° 40′ Pisces.
Shani (Saturn) is associated with the Kūrma Avatar, a
form of Vishnu or Narayana. From KūrmaPurāṇa we
get a glimpse that everything in this universe is
Narayana and out of him is the born Brahma, also
referred to as ‘Ka’, to create this world.

Our life on Earth is the interplay of the Five Great
Elements and the Gunas (attitudes of the mind). 

Lord Vishnu is entrusted with sustenance of the
universe. Rudra or Māheśvara, a form of Lord
Shiva can complete the pralaya destruction after a
few yugas and the process begins again.

The Puranic Episode of the Churning of the Ocean
Floor for the Nectar Milk of Immortality 
Samudra Manthan or “the churning of the ocean
floor for divine nectar” is central to the cosmology
of the Vedas and the Puranas. In Hinduism,
Samudra Manthan or The Churning of the Ocean
of Milk is one of the most famous episodes in the
Puranas (500-300 BC). Ancient temples in Asia,
such as Angkor Vat Khmer architecture temple
complex at Angkor, Cambodia, are full of the bas
reliefs (see image to the left) depicting this
episode. This temple is the only one to have
remained a significant religious centre since its
foundation. It is a Hindu temple, one of first,
dedicated to Lord Vishnu, and depicts the entire
episode of the Churning o the Ocean floor for
extracting the Nectar of Immortality in its bas
reliefs.

The episode of the Churning of the ocean floor is
mentioned in quite a few of the Mahapuranas,
including the Kūrma, Brhmavarta, Vishnu, to name
a few. Asuras or demigods, a group of malicious 
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deities in the Hindu pantheon, gained power over the
angelic Devatas. Despite the Devas fighting bravely
and being successful, they felt threatened and went
to Lord Vishnu for help.

Lord Vishnu, the upholder of the universe advised the
Devas that if they were to collaborate diplomatically
with the Asuras and churn the floor of the ocean they
could extract Amrita, the nectar of immortality. The
nectar would bring them immeasurable powers of
knowledge, untold abundance, wealth, fortunes and
eventually immortality. The great war for the control
of the universe between the gods Devas and the
Asuras (Demigods), would provide an opportunity to
allow the Devas to harvest Amrita. Mount Mandara
was used as the churning rod and Vasuki served as
the churning rope with the Devas on one end of the
serpent King Vasuki and the Asuras at the tail. The
process began vigorously and, as a result, the ocean
floor began to sink down. Lord Vishnu as Kūrma, the
celestial tortoise is the central key figure, who sat at
the bottom of the Mount Mandara to stabilise the
entire operation. However, when they began their
collaboration with the Asuras and the Serpent King
Vasuki, the Devas withheld this divine secret. 

Fourteen different valuable power-giving treasures
came out of the ocean floor while churning, and
these were mostly kept by Devas, although the
Asuras hatched a plan and tried to cheat them out of
some treasures.

Eventually, Svarbhanu, one of the Asuras quaffed
some of the nectar of Immortality. Mohini the
beautiful nymph was a disguise used by Lord Vishnu
to keep the Asuras demigods occupied, as the
forthcoming Devas could whisk away the Nectar.

Svarbhanu got a whiff of the foul play and managed
to consume some of the Nectar.
By then The Sun and Moon Gods gave heads up to
Mohini, beautiful damsel, disguised as none other
than Lord Vishnu himself. 

Vishnu swiftly used his discus to cut the giant
Svarbhanu. Alas, he had scoffed the enough nectar to
make him immortal and cut in two, the head part of
the serpent king became known as Rahu and the tail
end as Ketu. 

As their deception had been detected, the two new
entities (Rahu and Ketu) vowed that they would
always eclipse the Sun and the Moon. And as Rahu 

had done deep penance over time to Lord Brahma,
he was forced to grant them some wishes. One of
which was capturing the Luminaries. Brahma knew
that mayhem would ensue, and mankind would get
wiped out, so he allowed only for a short while to
eclipse the Luminaries.

They remained in the skies as Rahu (the head) & Ketu
(the lower half), a permanent reminder to the other
planets(gods) of the darker side of life which we must
defeat in the pursuit of immortality. 

Just like the churning of the Oceans, Rahu and Ketu
make us churn with their natal placements and
transits. And, just as Lord Vishnu had to come down
as the Kurma avatar, (the celestial turtle that
stabilised the great operation of he churning), we
must aim to be equanimous and stable in spite of the
churning of the exterior Karmic forces. That is the
purpose of Saturn: to show us our darker sides so we
can resolve and absolve the deeper, darker clutches
of karma and gain equilibrium. In Vedanta it is called
equanimity, Sanskrit - Samatvam is a vital concept
and an aim of every yogi. Every action we undertake
needs to be an offering to the Lord – or Source -
Īśvarārpaṇam.

The fruits of all actions can be treated as a gift
(prasāda). Prasāda is sacred and not to be indulged in
criticism, even though it may not be as per our hopes
and expectations. 

If received with a sense of fulfilment, then prasada
leads to equanimity or Samatvam. Samatvam takes
you to very, quick, and fast spiritual growth, giving a
deep inner stability irrespective of the external
environment and its vagaries. 

S A T U R N  I N  A Q U A R I U S
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These stories give us a clue as to the nature of
Saturn. Saturn is that part in our chart--our lives--that
delivers where we have defaulted and faulted and
provides us plenty of opportunities for redressing,
reparation work, reviewing the wrongs done in
previous lifetimes, restitution, and, in short,
atonement. Unless we take the bull by its horns and
address it, the stability, strength, constancy and the
solidity of the rock that the celestial turtle Kūrma
devata represents will delude us in our lives. And our
life will feel like a ‘football’ in the battlefield of being
kicked by every passer-by…

Saturn in Aquarius Dhanista Nakshatra
Saturn has been in Capricorn, the Dhanishta
Nakshatra since Feb 2022 and moved into the sign of
Aquarius (Kumbha) on 28th April 2022, albeit the
same nakshatra. 

The Dhanishta Nakshatra Dhanishtha (Devanagari:
ध�न�ा) encompasses the Stars of α, β, γ and δ
Delphini. This group of four stars and connect in the
shape of a drum (mridang) and is why the Mridang is
one of its symbols.  

Both the instruments are hollow from within, and in
this context, “hollow” means not having ego. In
addition to drum, this constellation also has
associations with music in general. Many well-known
opera singers and drummers have the strong
signature of Dhanishta. 

In Greek Mythology, the star Delphinus or Delphina
(the central star of the Dhanishta nakshatra), has
come to be associated with the life-saving dolphins.
There was a poet Arion of Lesbos (7th century BC),
who was a court musician at the palace of Periander,
ruler of Corinth. Arion is often called the inventor of
the dithyrambic poetry, a particular style of literary
composition dedicated to Dionysus called
“dithyramb”. Arion’s fame was established in
antiquity, and Herodotus says, "Arion was second to
none of the lyre-players in his time and was also the
first man we know of to compose and name the
dithyramb and teach it in Corinth". Hence Arion had
amassed a fortune during his travels to Sicily and 
 Italy. On his return trip from Tarentum, avaricious
sailors plotted to kill Arion and steal the rich prizes he
carried home. Arion was given the choice of suicide
with a proper burial on land or being thrown in the
sea to perish. 

Threatened with death, Arion asked to be granted a
last wish which the crew granted: he wanted to sing a
dirge. Playing his kithara, Arion sang a praise to
Apollo, the god of poetry and of course the Sun, and
his song attracted several dolphins around the ship.
Some would argue that the dolphins were sent by
Apollo himself to rescue Arion. At the end of his song,
Arion threw himself into the sea rather than be killed,
but one of the dolphins saved his life and carried him
to safety at the sanctuary of Poseidon at Cape
Tainaron.

When Arion reached land, he was so eager to begin
his journey that he failed to return the dolphin to the
sea and it perished there. He told his misfortunes to
Periander, the Tyrant of Corinth, who ordered the
dolphin to be buried, and a monument raised in the
memory of the dolphin. 

Shortly after, word came to Periander (the Second
tyrant od the Cyspelid dynasty that ruled over ancient
Corinth) that the ship on which Arion had sailed had
been brought to Corinth by a storm. He ordered the
crew to be led before him. Periander inquired about
Arion but the crew replied that he had died and that
they had buried him. The tyrant replied: "Tomorrow
you will swear to that at the dolphin's monument." 

S A T U R N  I N  A Q U A R I U S
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It draws upon the ancient Jyotish wisdom of the Vedas from India, that, for over 3,000 years, endures as a remarkably
effective method of guidance and inspiration for individuals striving for personal growth. Sonal has an extraordinary gift
for illuminating the possibilities revealed in the birth chart and provides unique advice on how best to manage life’s
dilemmas.
Sonal is the resident Jyotish at Watkins Books in London and she is the founder of Circle of Divine Astrology which holds
functions, talks and multimedia events on all aspects of divination with spiritual insights from alternative practitioners
from all over the world.

Her website is: www.circleofdivineastrology.com
 

Sonal Sachdeva practices what is popularly known as
Vedic astrology. 

Because of this, he ordered them to be kept under
guard and instructed Arion to hide in the dolphin's
monument. The next morning, Arion dressed as he had
been when he had thrown himself into the sea. When
the tyrant brought the ship's crew to the dolphin's
monument and ordered them to swear by the
departed spirit of the dolphin that Arion was dead,
Arion came out of the monument. 

In amazement, wondering by what divinity he had been
saved, the ship's crew was silent. The tyrant ordered
them to be crucified at the dolphin's monument.

Apollo, because of Arion's skill with the kithara (what
is now know as a “guitar”), placed him and the dolphin
among the stars. This dolphin was catasterized in the
constellation Delphinus with the blessings of the Sun
God, Apollo.

Thus, this Greek Myth has a lot of connection with the
Dhanista because music and drums are all part of the
wealth given by the Aṣṭavasus, who are the Vedic
deities of the Dhanista Constellation. 

S A T U R N  I N  A Q U A R I U S

Image 1:  “Churning of the Ocean of Milk” bas-relief at
Angkor Wat is from Encyclopædia Britannica
https://www.britannica.com/topic/churning-of-the-
ocean-of-milk#/media/1/117369/127322
Image 2: Shani-Graha - wikipedia
Image 3 : Nick Anthony Fiorenza
Image 3: Stellarium
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The Draconic Synastry of a Nightmare Relationship
Oscar Wilde and Lord Alfred Douglas

Finding the soul purposes of doomed or very troubled relationships
through the horoscope
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My interest was whether such relationships serve a
useful soul purpose for both parties – and I applied
draconic astrology to this question. Soon I shall
describe this technique. It is straightforward but
requires a nuanced understanding to obtain the
most useful results.

There is little doubt that Wilde’s public humiliation
and time in jail contributed to his premature death
at the age of 46. It is not commonly known that after
his release, Wilde – in self-exile in continental Europe
– resumed his relationship with Bosie, at least for a
short while. Rupert Everett’s fine movie The Happy
Prince (2018) covers this last act of their relationship
and is worth watching.

The relationship in its first phase was passionate and
volatile punctuated by rows and separations. This
was during Wilde’s most successful period as a
playwright and novelist in the early 1890s. His classic
comic plays include The Importance of Being Ernest
and Lady Windermere’s Fan. His one  novel, The
Picture of Dorian Gray, was overtly gay in its themes
and used against him at his trials. It was this book
which drew Bosie to Wilde in the first place – he was
obsessed with Dorian Gray. The interplay of reality-
meets-fiction is a subject of fascination in its own
right. In the novel a middle-aged man falls for a
beautiful young man and tragedy follows. In the
London reality, a middle-aged man fell for a
beautiful young man and tragedy followed. Dorian
Gray is both prophetic and key to the actual tragedy.

We have glimpses of the troubled relationship from
Wilde’s long letter De Profundis (‘from the depths’)
written to Bosie from jail. ‘You demanded without
grace and received without thanks,’ Wilde writes …
‘But it was no pleasure to me to have to pay every
single thing for you from your morning shave to
your midnight hansom. It was a horrible bore…’.
Wilde recalls Bosie screaming at him: ‘When you are
not on your pedestal you are not interesting.’

Synastry
Most of you will be familiar with synastry in one
form of another through the comparing and
contrasting of natal charts to appraise relationship.
Or through composites which examines the
midpoints between either person’s planets and
points. 

The Wilde/Bosie ‘nightmare’
In Britain’s 1890s, Queen Victoria’s long, dreary, po-
faced reign of sexual hypocrisy experienced a reality
wake-up call on a spectacular scale. A scandal
erupted that makes the lurid Depp/Heard court case
of 2022 look like a village panto. Two men – the
famous, middle-aged playwright Oscar Wilde and the
young, pretty aristocrat Lord Alfred Douglas
nicknamed Bosie – had fallen in love. Their interludes
together featured ravishing conversations in
London’s finest restaurants and bouts of illegal non-
penetrative sex (probably intercrural, aka coitus
interfemoris involving the joy of legs) in London’s
finest hotels. 

Bosie introduced his lover to the world of gay
incensed brothels and their ‘renters’ (male sex
workers), perhaps because Wilde was not physically
to his taste. He preferred fellow young pretty men.
Wilde soon got the message. Their love survived this
disappointment as it eased into a platonic tension. At
some stage Wilde got drawn into the feud between
Bosie and his grotesque father, the 9th Marquess of
Queensberry, who regarded the two men’s suspected
homosexual relationship as an abomination. On one
occasion Queensberry was stopped from pelting
Wilde with vegetables at a London theatre. Later, on a
club card, Queensberry wrote that Wilde was a
‘somdomite’ (he meant sodomite) and in
consequence Wilde launched a foolish defamation
suit. This failed because the Marquess dug up
evidence of Wilde’s use of renters. Nothing in Charles
Dickens’ novels had ever shone a light on this
demographic. 

Wilde’s defamation case threw up evidence that
interested state prosecutors, and the rest is history.
After two trials for gross indecency and sodomy,
Wilde was jailed for two years hard labour.
Newspapers were jubilant. Gin-sozzled toothless
crones danced in the street.

The Wilde/Bosie relationship was a nightmare on two
levels. In terms of the tragic outcomes for both and in
terms of their interpersonal battles. Wilde indulged
and forgave while Bosie leeched and mocked. 
I recently gave a talk at the 2022 UK Astrological
Association conference on Wilde/Bosie (and other
troubled pairings) and I defined a ‘nightmare
relationship’ simply as ‘a bond that starts in love or
lust but then transitions into war.’ 
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In a difficult or nightmarish relationship. ‘You meet
God in the other’, Ana said. That unpleasant
encounter with another person is ‘your encounter
with God’. Or with reality. In other words, for your
personal development or self-perfection, it is
essential to live out certain experiences that compel
us to face certain truths about ourselves and about
life itself. 

There may be emotional anomalies or negativities
that only surface when we face them in our partner
or when they emerge in our interactions with that
partner. The ‘soul’ – or that part of ourselves which
demands truth and balance – draws us to people or
experiences that force us to face anomalies within
the self. We cannot grow without first facing these
anomalies, addressing them and then learning to
better manage the self. 

Draconic astrology opens up another portal that
offers insight into these anomalies. Why, precisely,
did I end up with this nightmare I call a wife, husband,
lover or whatever?     

My book Chasing the Dragons: An Introduction to
Draconic Astrology (The Wessex Astrologer: buy from
its site wessexastrologer.com) details how to use this
system.  

In this piece I am not looking at composites. I am only
comparing the two natal charts of Wilde and Bosie.
We are looking to identify individual energies and
how these work with those of the other party in the
relationship. 

Synastry assesses the level of compatibility and the
strengths and weaknesses of a relationship. We look
to see what type of intra-aspects are formed between
planets and points when we put the two charts into a
biwheel – there’s a lot more to this of course but I am
assuming an understanding of this topic.

The intra-aspects between respective Sun, Moon,
Venus, Mars etc are examined – and of especial
interest are ‘mirror intra-aspects’ where a planet or
point shares an aspect with its equivalent between
the two people e.g., both Venuses are square or trine
each other. This is an intra-aspect of significance.
Ordinarily, we examine the synastry of the tropical
charts – by which we mean the chart that is based on
the Sun starting at the Vernal Equinox Point or 0°
Aries each year. In this piece I am introducing you to
the draconic chart which is a specialist, supplemental,
Moon-based one – and this can be used to discover
the soul purpose of a relationship, even one that
turns out to be a ‘nightmare’.

But first let’s summarise draconic astrology. It is
straightforward to set up a draconic chart. Less
straightforward is interpretation and understanding
how draconic astrology interacts with the tropical
chart.

Draconic astrology and ‘appointments with
fate’
In draconic astrology, we look for the soul purpose of
the relationship as pertains to both people involved.
I recently did a podcast with the psychological and
esoteric astrologer Ana Isabel on this very topic. She
made some wonderful points I want to borrow and
share. 

She described potentially challenging life experiences
as ‘appointments with God’ – though I think atheists
can customise this thought into something else. How
about: Appointments with reality? These are
experiences that are wake-up calls. They stop us in
our tracks. Elsewhere she spoke of ‘appointments
with fate’.  
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• In draco astrology, we are dealing with two planes
(Sun and Moon orbits) that intersect, giving rise to the
nodes. We are examining how the ‘past’ shapes our
‘present’ and ‘future’.

•For the draconic chart, the tropical/natal North Node
(NN) is moved to 0° Aries. This shifts attention to
Moon themes. The tropical chart (solar) describes our
behaviour, our mental processes, what we know or
reason and given traits. The draconic chart identifies
soul themes and purposes arising from past lives or
simply the unknowable reaches of spirit.

Draconic astrology is also called nodal astrology and
its starting point is the Moon’s nodal axis. The South
Node represents the past and the things familiar to
us – such as certain default personality
characteristics. The direction of fateful travel is
towards the North Node opposite which represents
the challenges that we face in this life or incarnation.
So, draconic draws on symbolic associations with the
Moon – in contrast to the tropical Sun-based chart.
The Moon represents our past or past lives, reflexes,
emotions, and so forth. In applying draconic, we seek
the karmic or soul purpose of a life – or relationship.
That’s it in a nutshell.

Most software programs generate instant draconic
charts. The manual formula to create the draconic
chart: subtract the longitude of tropical North Node
from the longitude of each tropical planet and point.
In Queen Victoria’s chart for example – deduct 19°
44’. E.g. Her Sun at longitude 62° 07’ - 19° 44’ = 42°
23’: so her draconic Sun is now at 12° Taurus 23’. 

•Note well that only the signs and degrees alter.
Planets remain in their tropically assigned houses.
Therefore, aspects remain the same, though
significant new aspects may be created between
tropical and draconic charts. E.g. tropical Sun may
now sit on draco MC.

These days, you can create a draconic chart quite
quickly using computer software programs such as
Solar Fire or astro.com. And for the draco ephemeris,
seek out astro-seek.com or Morgan C. Benton’s The
Draconic Ephemeris:1950-2050 At Noon.

Below you will see the very basic rules for draconic.
There is a lot more to the subject. The draconic
(‘draco’) chart is created simply by moving the North
Node of the Moon in the natal chart to 0° Aries. Then
calculate the distance in degrees and minutes
between the North Node’s natal position and 0° Aries
before shifting the planets and points by the same
distance. You have now created the draconic chart. 

Brief guide to what draconic astrology is
about
•Draconic means ‘like a dragon’, a creature whose
head (Caput Draconis – North Node – the Ascending
Node) and tail (Cauda Draconis – South Node –
Descending Node) figuratively block the Sun and
Moon during eclipses.
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Tropical synastry
Wilde’s Black Moon Lilith (BML) on Bosie’s Fortuna
and Uranus. Bosie’s BML is conjunct Pluto on Wilde’s
North Node. Sexuality and rage themes. There is a
nurturing theme here (Cancer), and Wilde did much
to develop Bosie as a poet.

The two Suns conjunct, Wilde Sun conjunct Bosie
Venus; Wilde Venus conjunct Bosie Moon, Mercury,
Venus; Bosie Moon conjunct Wilde Venus. Further
evidence of an intense attraction. 
Marses are square each other; Wilde Jupiter square
to Bosie Sun, Mercury, Venus – excess, indiscretion.
Two Saturns opposing. Themes of fractiousness and
lack of proportion. Wilde indulged Bosie at expensive
hotels and restaurants with little regard for public
appearance or opinion. Bosie was indiscreet and
arrogant, taking Wilde to gay brothels.

Wilde and Bosie draconic synastry
Two Moons conjunct in Gemini: meeting of hearts
and minds; Bosie’s disruptive Uranus on Wilde’s
MC/Saturn opposite Bosie’s Libra Mars. There is a
‘soul connection’, a meeting of minds.
Bosie Pluto/BML taken to 7th house and Wilde
Pluto/AS in Pisces opposite Bosie Saturn in Virgo =
major power themes and suggestion of intimacy
challenges in relationship. 
Draconically, Bosie opens up a new world to Wilde
(Uranus in Aries on MC) but faces opposition from  >

The Wilde/Bosie draconic synastry
In this approach you start with the tropical (or
sidereal) birth charts and draw up a synastry biwheel.
This will indicate certain themes of soul purposes. 

You then convert these charts into their draconic
versions and lay them out in a biwheel. If you wish
you can then apply one party’s draconic chart to the
other’s tropical and vice versa in order to discover
that kind of purpose the one party has played in the
life of the other – despite or because of the
‘nightmare’.

The whole approach is quite ‘layered’, each analysis
throwing up evolving themes. This is not a fortune
cookie exercise with glib one-liner answers but an
attempt to understand a relationship which will have
realities on different levels. 
Below I have followed the above approach as a
demonstration. I have put my observations in note
form.

Wilde and Bosie tropical synastry
Wilde chart: mutable with fair fixity. Quite airy. 
Bosie chart: Cardinal energy high. Air very high with
low water/earth – lack of empathy and practicality.
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To activate a break with family (Wilde Ascendant on
Bosie Uranus in Cancer).

To challenge Bosie and certain of his ingrained
weaknesses – Wilde Mars on Bosie Mercury, Venus,
Moon in Libra.

Note two Suns exactly sextile, a fated bond. Wilde
North Node takes in Bosie Chiron opposite Bosie
Moon. Another indicator of departure from family or
restriction. Wilde compelled or inclined Bosie to rebel
against family and authority.

Bosie’s soul purpose in the life of Wilde
To activate Wilde’s independence (Bosie Mars on
Wilde Uranus in 8th) through conflict (Mars opposite
Wilde Scorpio Mercury exactly). Note also Bosie
Uranus opposite Wilde Sun and Venus.

To bring to the surface hidden themes in Wilde’s
psyche (Bosie Sun conjunct Wilde BML).

Bosie Ascendant/Jupiter on Descendant in Pisces
opposite his Saturn, taking in Wilde’s Neptune in
Pisces. The bond inspires the imagination but faces
limits from the outer world. 

Struggle and pain seem to be the key to enlargement
of spirit but likely with risks. 
**

Mars on Wilde IC. Note also: Bosie Mars on his IC, too
in 10th. Both their families actively fought to end the
bond.

Bosie Jupiter on Wilde Pluto in Pisces has an
inspirational theme, but Pisces can be self-martyring.
The bond deepened Wilde’s Christian faith but only
through loss. Later in life, Bosie, too, embraced the
Christian faith to a zealous extent. Wilde’s draco chart
is more cardinal. It’s his life purpose to embrace his
sexuality and the full expression of his genius. Bosie’s
chart is a lot more watery – part of his life challenge is
to develop empathy and sensitivity. 

I think a strong spiritual component is involved here,
a larger faith-based vision of life. To each other they
confronted the realities of sexuality and uninhibited
talent that seemed obscured till they met. But in so
doing they would incur public and familial wrath.

Wilde’s soul purpose in the life of Bosie
Wilde brings structure to Bosie’s creativity (Wilde
Saturn on Bosie Neptune in Aries). To enable a
fruition of talent obscured by a dysfunctional family,
notably his father. Wilde became a ‘father figure’ as
much as anything (Saturn).

To bring emotional reality to Bosie’s world (Wilde
Moon on Bosie Jupiter in Gemini). Bosie Saturn in
Sagittarius opposite indicates need for limits to be
recognised.
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 Victor Olliver - Agent 57 is editor of the Astrological
Association’s bimonthly magazine The Astrological Journal.

He is based in the UK. He also has another book out,
Astrology: Secrets of the Signs and Planets (Flame Tree).

Website: victorolliver.co.uk 
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When an Astrologer
Met a Watchmaker

Alex Trenoweth, Agent 144

A couple of months ago, I received an unusual

email from a chap called James from Toff watches

who wanted to know if I’d be interested in

purchasing zodiac watches from his company. 

Curious about what someone who wasn’t an
astrologer would come up with for a zodiac
watch, I decided to have a look at what was on
offer. I thought if they were way off the mark,
I’d entertain myself by making fun of them the
way I did when Buzzfeed tried to write about
pizza toppings for the 12 signs of the zodiac.
However, while the glyphs on the watches
were stylish, most of the watches were quite
off the mark in terms of colours for their
element. However, by sheer fortune and luck,
the watch for Cancer was spot on: it was set in
silver (the Moon’s metal) and had a blue strap
and background that was perfect for the
element of water. I asked James if it was
possible to work on some of the designs so
that they would be more true to the signs. It
seemed to me that with astrological products
booming with inaccurate depictions of the
zodiac signs, this would be a wonderful
opportunity for a unique collaboration that
would promote accurate astrology whilst
providing a quality product that could serve as
a sort of calling card for astrologers.

James was just as happy to work with me as I
was for him. On a hot and sticky August
afternoon, we sat down together in a posh
London hotel and began the process of
creating a unique watch design for each sign
of the zodiac.

For each zodiac watch, a strap colour, a metal
casing and a background had to be chosen.
There was a possibility of over 1,000
combinations and James and I were set with
the challenge of choosing just one
combination for each sign. Of course, if my
choices aren’t to someone’s liking, they are
free to choose their own combination.
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Aries
The watch design James had chosen was a black Aries
glyph on a white background with a gold casing and
black strap. I thought the gold casing was lovely as the
Sun is exalted in Aries but thought the watch should
look a bit more fiery. Fortunately there was the option
of a red strap and a more exciting red background.

Taurus
For Taurus, James had chosen the same overall design
as Aries. Whilst the elegance suited the sign, I felt a
brown strap would be suitable for an earth sign and
decided to keep the plain background and changed the
casing to rose gold to represent Venus (as it looks close
to copper).

Gemini
James had also chosen the same overall design for
Gemini. While I don’t think there’s anything wrong with
the design (it’s still very beautiful in its simplicity), I
thought we could do better at making it more suitable
for the sign of the heavenly twins. I suggested the silver
casing as it would be as close as we could come to
quicksilver, Mercury’s metal. I thought a swirling blue
background would be great to represent the element of
air as well as a black strap for contrast.

Cancer
For my birthday in July, James gifted me with the
Cancer watch that I thought was perfect to represent
the sign of Cancer. I love my watch, wear it everyday
and it also serves as the perfect conversation starter.
I’m happy to say I’ve even managed to get some
astrology clients with my watch.

Leo
The Leo watch of course had to have a gold strap and
casing. We decided to use a background that looked
like fire to depict the element of this sign. We’re still
making adjustments to the design.

Virgo
For Virgo, James had chosen a red strap, silver casing
and a background of funky colours. It was a bit wild for
the more conservative tendencies of a Virgo. I
suggested we keep the silver casing and use a plain
black strap and a white background.
 silver. 
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Libra
For Libra, James had chose a green and yellow
background, rose gold casing and a white strap. I
suggested we keep the casing as it represented the metal
associated with Venus was change the background to a
light pink and a matching strap.

Scorpio
For Scorpio, James had chosen a rose gold casing and
strap and a blue background. I thought a blood red
background (we’re still working on the perfect colour),
black casing and strap would be a good choice for the
most mysterious sign of the zodiac.

Sagittarius
James had chosen a forest green strap and a pink
background for Sagittarius. I told James that if ever there
were a reason to use real astrologers for such a project
then this had to be it! I suggested a gold casing, a purple
background and a black or gold strap.

Capricorn
For Capricorn, James had chosen a rainbow strap, gold
casing and a swirling green and yellow background. I
suggested a more classy, business style with a plain
background, gold casing and black strap.

Aquarius
The design James chose for Aquarius certainly stood out:
a black casing and strap with a colourful background. I
suggested a white strap to represent the element of air, a
gold casing and a blue background suitable for the sign of
the Water Bearer.

Pisces
Finally for Pisces, James had chosen a blue background,
grey strap and a silver casing. Not a bad choice really but I
suggested a black watch strap to represent the deep
waters of the fish instead of the silver.

The process of working with a successful businessman was a golden opportunity to mix the
pleasure of astrology with the business of producing a high quality astrology item that really does
involve the input of a professional astrologer. Full props to James and Toff Watches for recognising
that you have to know a substantial amount of astrology in order to put a genuine astrology
product on the market. Register interest HERE www.alextrenoweth.co.uk/product/toff-zodiac-
watches/
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From 23rd October to 22nd November the Sun will
be in Scorpio and is ruled by the planet Mars, and
one of the amazing medicinal plants he rules is Garlic
(Allium sativum)! Or Garlick, as it was spelled in
Culpeper's time. Mars rules the blood, so plants
under his dominion, like Garlic, help to "provoke
women's courses, helps the biting of mad dogs, and
other venomous creatures, kills worms in children,
cuts and voids tough phlegm, purges the head, helps
the lethargy, is a good preservative against, and a
remedy for any plague, sore, or foul ulcers, takes
away spots and blemishes.... eases pain in the
ears.....hath a special quality to discuss
inconveniences coming by corrupt agues or mineral
vapours, or by drinking corrupt and stinking waters,
as also by taking wolfsbane, henbane, hemlock, or
other poisonous and dangerous herbs". He also
mentions that Garlic is good for 'cold' diseases
because of its vehement heat (Mars). In choleric (hot)
men it will add fuel to the fire. So all you hot and fiery
men who are plagued with heartburn, avoid garlic!!
These days garlic is often overlooked as a potent
medicine because we're so familiar with it in the
kitchen, but there has been extensive research into
its uses in lowering blood pressure and cholesterol.
We all know how useful it is for colds and flu, but did
you know that if you hang it above your door it will
repel envious people? Now you do!

From 22nd November until the 22nd of December
the Sun will be in Sagittarius, ruled by Jupiter.
Another of my favourite Jupiter herbs is Lemon Balm
(Melissa officinalis) and according to Culpeper (my old
matey), a syrup made with the juice of it and sugar be
kept in every gentle woman's house to relieve the sick
stomachs and sick bodies of their poor sickly
neighbours (my what times they lived in!). Seraphio
(12th century herbalist) says it causes the mind and
heart to become merry......revives swooning’s,
especially of such who are overtaken in sleep, and
drives away all troublesome cares and thoughts out
of the mind, arising from melancholy or black choler
(Choler is heat and Jupiter rules Sagittarius a hot and
dry fire sign), which Avicenna (980AD) confirms. 

Is Is there a place for Medical Astrology in this day
and age? 
Is there a place for Medical Astrology in this day and
age? You betcha! It has come a long way since the
times of Paracelsus, Hippocrates and Galen, and
bridging the gap between the 17th Century and today
is Nicholas Culpeper, whose Complete Herbal has
been in continuous publication since it was first
published in 1652. He catalogued hundreds of herbs
and assigned them planetary rulerships, based on his
observations with patients and the Doctrine of
Signatures (when a plant looks like a part of the body
that it heals). He questioned traditional methods, such
as urine casting and bloodletting, and believed in
educating his patients about their ill-health, instead of
them blindly believing the physician gods. His
systematisation of the use of herbals has influenced
the evolution of modern pharmaceuticals. He created
a workable system of astrology and herbalism, which
was considered most valuable in his time.

PLANTS AND PLANETSPLANTS AND PLANETS
B Y  A G E N T  1 0 7  -  N I C K Y  A L L I S O N
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Thank goodness! Dioscorides (90AD) mentions it's virtues
against the stings of scorpions and the bitings of mad
dogs, the poisoning from mushrooms and aching teeth!
This is simple back yard medicine here people! There is
probably some growing right outside your back door! A
cup of lemon balm tea does wonders to restore a weary
mind and heart. These days we use her for depression,
mental tension, brain fatigue (amazing for students and
study nerds) and also fantastic for cold sores, as it kills of
that particular virus! 
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From the 22nd of December until the 21st of
January, the Sun will be in Capricorn, ruled by
Saturn. A very prolific Saturn herb is Fumitory
(Fumaria officinalis)– it’s growing everywhere in the
outer edges of Eastern Melbourne right now - spring!
Culpeper tells us that “Saturn presents it to the
world as a cure for his own disease, and a
strengthener of the parts of the body he rules. If you
fear a Saturnine disease approaching, you may by
this herb prevent it in the one and cure it in the
other……it is very effectual for the liver and spleen,
opening the obstructions thereof, and clarifying the
blood from saltish, choleric (hot) humours. The
distilled water of the herb conduces much against
the plague and pestilence, being taken with good
treacle. It helps all sores of the mouth or throat and
the juice dropped into the eyes, clears the sight and
takes away redness. These days it’s not used much
in a modern herbalist’s world, but Fumitory can be
used to treat intestinal spasms and irritable bowel
syndrome (IBS); and to start the flow of bile, a fluid
that is important for the digestion of fats and is
produced by the liver. Fumitory is also used for skin
conditions, eye irritation (conjunctivitis), heart
problems, fluid retention, and constipation. 

Lemon Balm - JUPITER 

Fumitory : SATURN
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November begins with Jupiter back in Pisces, Mars
retrograde and a high powered lunar eclipse involving
Uranus opposite Venus and a Mercury Cazimi. With
Mercury’s cazimi, we are reminded that in Scorpio this
is the axis that Mercury makes his Transit across the
Sun, as its nodes is at . The last transit was interestingly
in October 2019, and the next not till 2032 place of
Mercury’s nodes are 19° Taurus/Scorpio, which won’t
occur again till 2032. The Moon occulted Uranus at
eclipse time also, with Mercury directly opposite. There
have been many occultations by the Moon of Uranus
this year and another to come on Dec 5th, highlighting
further the big shifts we are in to do with the chaos
and economic insecurity surrounding us. If only our
governments and world forums would listen to the
cosmic call, it’s time change the way business has been
done “as usual” , Pluto in Aquarius awaits.

With Jupiter hovering over the zero point of Aries for
the past few weeks since mid October and now back in
Pisces in this very wet part of the sky, noted in issue 2
of Timelords SKY SPY, where Jupiter and Neptune met
back in April. This time Jupiter hovers at the fixed star
Scheat at 29° Pisces, notoriously connected to floods,
flooding, water disasters and shipwrecks. Australia is
experiencing major flooding again, this time mostly in
Victoria and N.S.W around the Murray River and
tributary floodplains. The river hit 94.8 metres above
sea level in late October with Jupiter in partial
conjunction (in 1° degree) of Scheat. 

It was 12 years ago, in October 2010, that Jupiter and
Uranus met at 29° Pisces and Australia also
experienced sever flooding. With the recent South
Node eclipse and Venus I recalled the dedicated C*I*A
Agents back in 2010 doing a C*I*A Report for the
LibraEquinox 2010, when we mentioned the line up on
fixed star Scheat and clearly indicated “move to higher
ground everyone” - see our report here at the 8 minute
mark - still on you tube. Jupiter will hover at this 29th
degree as he slows down for his direct station all
through November and into December re-entering
Aries on December 20th. 

Sky SpySky SpySky Spy
W I T H  A G E N T  1 2  -  J U L I J A  S I M A S

K E E P I N G  A N  E Y E  O N  T H E  R E A L  S K Y  
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Mars Retrograde - OCT 31st- January 12th
26° Gemini - 8° Gemini

We are now also in one of the most pivotal transits
of the year. Mars retrograde in Gemini is a rare
occurrence, the last time we experienced the
retrograde fully in Gemini was 1990-1991 as Europe
changed its borders and many countries claimed
back their freedom. Back in 2007/2008 Mars
retrograded from Cancer to Gemini, and the coming
GFC financial crisis was being seeded. This time in
Gemini it is a call to be fully aware and awake to all
that circulates around us.

The retrograde of Mars the planet of energy, drive,
action and passion in the sign of curiosity,
awareness and learning re-organizes a few
directives. Mercury the ruler of Gemini is now linked
to Mars, and in his night sign of Scorpio, Mercury
digs deep into the emotional realm, the intuitive
realm to sense the messages rising from within to
shift the dynamic. With the peak of Mars retrograde
on December 8th at 16° Gemini with Sun opposing
in Sagittarius, highlights Truth Out scenarios,
scandals and media mayhem. To heighten this
opposition, a Full Moon will also occult Mars a few
hours later. Visible over North America and parts of
Europe, check links below for more info.

Mars has also stepped Out of Bounds, OOB beyond
the safety net of the Sun's path, as he does at the
signs near the solstice points - Gemini/Cancer -
Sagittarius/Capricorn to do his own thing, adding to
the unruly theme, the doing it "my way" call. Mars
remains OOB way beyond his retrograde till May
2023.

Unfortunately as Mars stationed retrograde and
stepped OOB over past few days we have seen a
stampede crush people in Seoul, a bridge collapse
from overcrowding in India. Two radicals born a few
days apart with a stationing retrograde Mars in
Aquarius in 1971, highlight the news, Elon Musk and
Julian Assange - both seeking their Truth in different
ways.

By the end of his retrograde Mars locks in with red
star Aldebaran in the constellation of Taurus, a star
known as the follower of the Pleiades, the watcher
of the East, the "Bull's Eye". A focus point for us all
to get through this transit. The best thing is we can
watch this transit through the sky, as the red planet
passes closest to the earth during a retrograde and
is up all night at his biggest and brightest. Being
conscious of the planet's pass right in front us helps
us evolve, grow and mature with his backward
steps.
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It's important to remember that Mars retrograde is not
a weak Mars but perhaps a more determined one. We
are reminded of individuals with Mars retrograde in
their natal charts like Michael Jordan, and the incredible
feats that can be accomplished with Mars retrograde. A
strong example of this is the rescue of the 13 Thai
soccer team players in Thailand on 23 June 2018, as
Mars stationed retrograde at 9° Aquarius. Mercury was
also opposite Pluto at the time. Jupiter in Scorpio
retrograde and Saturn in Capricorn. 

The chart for the time they were noticed missing, we
can see also Saturn rising connecting to Neptune by
quintile and biquintiles to the North Node. Over the 20
days it took for the rescue mission to complete, which
involved many people from around the globe , expert
divers and marines, and even an anaesthetist from
Adelaide Australia, Richard Harris. Saving the young
boys from the cave after 20 days, involved
anaesthetising them before 1 by 1 in full scuba gear
and unconscious they were escorted by expert divers
out of the treacherous fast flowing river tunnels. 

All of them making it out alive, yet a loss of one of the
marine divers. By the time they were rescued Jupiter
had stationed direct at 13° Scorpio, there were 13 of
them. What an impossible yet successful effort. The
Aquarian inventive team work involving young males in
distress. It was so lovely in to see in the film in July this
year  of this story depicted in 13 Lives, where we see
the way of survival for the Team trapped before being
discovered and given supplies and dealing with hunger,  
was through meditation. 
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content and speakers as well as doing her own research, client work and managing C*I*A's social media

channels, and now a magazine! https://cosmicintelligenceagency.com/julija-simas/

S K Y  S P Y :   

What will be your incredible feat be during this
retrograde, something to accomplish and approach
or activate in a different way? Can’t do’s may become
can do’s! Won't do's into will do's, or no need to do's,
into have to do's!

Mid November Venus who has been in the
underworld, or on the other side of the Sun, as far
away from us as possible in her orbit invisible and
under the beams of the Sun, will now rise as the
evening star by early December. Rising as an evening
star she is still very low and dim in the sky, as
opposed to when she rises as a Morning star, when
she seems to pop out from in from go the Sun and
quickly moves to brightness and height in morning
sky. As she now comes out from behind the Sun in
the evening sky, it will take another 6 months to see
her at her best to reach maximum elongation from
the Sun and then to maximum brightness 36 days
day apart! She will re-appear in amongst the stars of
Scorpius.

As the first Libra Star Point of our times has just been
seeded, we may want to consider, the transition we
have gone through in the past 2 months with Venus’s
long transition from morning to evening star, and
how we may bring this experience down to earth as
she gets closer next July and August 2023, ready for
her next retrograde in Leo.

By the end of January as the Sun gets closer to
Saturn, we see him begin to disappear in the evening
sky as Venus takes off. A conjunction of Venus, a
crescent Moon and Saturn on January 23rd. With
Venus and Saturn in the same parallel this will be a
delight to observe. This also heralds the 1st Moon
Gate over 7 months , as a wing Moon escorts her out
of the underworld, to return to be crowned the
Queens of the Heavens in July 2023, this time in Leo. 

See previous issues of Timelords for the Venus
Moongate star story.

Happy Sky Watching!

See all Lunar occultations 2022

Transits of Mercury by Maggie Kerr 

Check out stellarium online for the sky above you at
anytime, so handy https://stellarium-web.org/

Venus phases and ingresses 2022/2023
https://horoscopes.astro-seek.com/venus-cycle-5-petals-
of-venus-online-astrology-calendar
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Marilyn Monroe is easily one of the 20th century’s
most famous film stars. In front of the cameras, she
was irresistibly gorgeous with an appealing sense of
humour and inimitable charm. Behind the cameras
however, she was far more emotionally troubled and
difficult to work with owing to her addictions.
Several films have been made about this iconic star
but two stand out for their striking physical
similarities to the real life Marilyn and their
polarising takes on her life. “My Week With Marilyn”
starring Michelle Williams has a whimsical, comedic
feel to it that obscures the central problems of the
leading lady. In sharp contrast, “Blonde” is a far more
devastating portrayal of a deeply traumatised
actress struggling to find a balance between her true
self and the blonde bombshell Hollywood wants her
to be. Although both films take liberties with factual
events in Monroe’s life, it is very interesting to see
the astrology behind both portrayals and how each
actress seems to use the energies of the planets to
tap into the real life person.
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MY WEEK WITH MARILYN 
Marilyn Monroe: 1 June 1926, 09:30, Los Angeles,
California (AA)
Michelle Williams: 9 September 1980, 18:15,
Kalispell, Montana (AA)
Release date: 9 October 2011 

Aspiring filmmaker Colin Clark travels to London in
the hope of working with Laurence Olivier on his
next production. Although he is told that there are
no jobs available, Clark decides to wait and see
Olivier himself to ask him in person. Olivier’s wife
Vivien Leigh takes pity on the young man and tells
her husband to give him a job on his next film, The
Prince and the Showgirl, starring Marilyn Monroe.
Clark’s job involves finding a home for Marilyn (and
her playwright husband Arthur Miller) while they are
in London for filming. The press discover the home
but Clark has cleverly secured a second one for them
which impresses his employer. 
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From the moment Marilyn lands at Heathrow, it is clear
she is going to be mobbed by the press. Although she is
uncomfortable with so many photographers, she does
manage to relax at the press conference. Her lack of
professionalism on the film set is frustrating to Olivier
but everyone else is in awe of her. Clark asks Lucy,
Marilyn’s wardrobe assistant out on a date. Marilyn
becomes more difficult for Olivier to manage and he
causes her to leave the set after insulting her. The other
actors defend Marilyn and even Clark asks him to be
more sympathetic towards her. 

After Marilyn walks out, Clark goes to her house to check
on her and finds the actress in tears over an argument
she’s had with her husband. Arthur Miller has written a
play that seems to mock his wife and he returns to the
United States shortly afterwards. Meanwhile, Vivien
Leigh argues with her husband and even breaks down
as she tells him that Marilyn lights up the screen with
her mere presence. 
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Marilyn fails to show up for filming after her husband’s
departure, but she asks Clark to come and speak with
her in private. Once back on set, Marilyn performs a
dance that captures everyone’s attention and Clark is
warned that she will break his heart. Lucy also notices
he is captivated by Marilyn and she dumps him. 

“BLONDE”
Marilyn Monroe: 1 June 1926, 09:30, Los Angeles,
California (AA)
Ana de Armas: 30 April 1988, noon (no confirmed
time), Havana, Cuba
Release date: 8 September 2022

“Blonde” is a film adaption of the Joyce Carol Oates’
novel of the same name. The film endured a lengthy
production that started in 2010, was further disrupted
by the pandemic before finally wrapping in July 2021.
While the film was criticized for its graphic sexual
content, it did gain positive reviews for de Armas’
acting.
The film opens with a young Norma Jeane being told
that her father was a film legend by her mentally
unstable mother who takes the child to Hollywood (in
the middle of a forest fire) to meet him. Forced by the
police to turn back, the enraged mother tried to drown
her daughter when they returned home, forcing the
child to seek shelter from a neighbor. The child is put
up for adoption but a decade later, she has blossomed
into everyone’s favourite pin up girl

Marilyn Monroe, as the girl came to be known in the
film industry, made her name as a clueless yet beautiful
sex siren. However her tantalysing good looks would
lead to her being repeatedly abused by powerful men.
In her early acting days, she had a polyamorous
relationship with two men, one of whom began sending
her anonymous letters posing as her father. When she
became pregnant by one of them, she opted to have an
abortion in fear that her mother’s mental health issues
were hereditary. Heartbroken and tormented by guilt,
she breaks off this relationship and marries retired
baseball player, Joe DiMaggio. However, her previous
lovers show Joe some sexually compromising photos of
the young Norma Jean and Joe becomes violent
towards her and demands that she stop shooting “The
Seven Year Itch”. Marilyn disobeys her husband and the
scene of her white dress blowing up becomes one of
her most iconic images. Shortly afterwards, the couple
divorce.

Marilyn then marries playwright Arthur Miller and it
appears Marilyn has the happy and secure life she has
always wanted. Sadly, her much wanted pregnancy ends
in a miscarriage and a sharp decline in her mental health.
She returns to acting but unable to cope with press
attention, she begins taking pills.

In a severally intoxicated state, she is manhandled by the
Secret Service and taken to meet the president. “What am
I?” she asks, “A meat delivery?” After being raped by the
president, she vomits in his bed and is thrown out.
Shortly after this, she learns that all the letters from the
man she thought was her father was in fact an ex lover
who had recently died. Marilyn overdoses on barbituates
shortly after this revelation and has a vision of her father
welcoming her to the afterlife.

Both actresses would have the Moon in Aquarius (even
given the untimed chart of de Armas) so there is a good
understanding of Monroe’s emotional state from the
outset of the portrayal. The Saturn of de Armas is within
one degree of Monroe’s Moon as well perhaps signifying
the emotional challenge of playing the part of such a
beloved, troubled person. Monroe’s duality—that of
playing the part of a dumb blonde who is actually
extremely intelligent and well read—is drawn out by
transiting Mars in Gemini on her Sun when the film was
released to audiences.
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Strikingly, de Armas’ North Node in Pisces is exactly
conjunct Monroe’s Mars, making it seem as if the
actress was fated to portray the most famous sex
symbol of the 20th century. Transiting Neptune was
with 4 degrees of this conjunction when the film was
released which added to the portrayal of addiction and
the illusion of glamour to the tawdry film industry. The
Sun in Virgo also picked up this conjunction by
opposition when the film was released.

Monroe’s duality—that of playing the part of a dumb
blonde who is actually extremely intelligent and well
read—is drawn out by transiting Mars in Gemini on her
Sun when the film was released to audiences. Indeed, it
also seems that this transit also reflects the very mixed
reviews from film critics with some applauding the
film’s unique spin on the traditional biopic while other
critics slammed the film for being exploitative and
dehumanising.

“Blonde” received a 14-minute standing ovation at the
Venice Film Festival and was nominated for a Golden 

Lion for writer and director Andrew Dominik. As the
film has an NC-17 rating, some cinemas will refuse to
show it, making it less likely to receive further
accolades. However, for Latina actress Ana de Armas,
her heart-breaking portrayal of Marilyn Monroe is sure
to make her a household name.

Alex Trenoweth, Agent 144 is London-based astrologer,
teacher and co-editor of TimeLords. She is the author of
“Growing Pains: Astrology in Adolescence” and “Mirror Mirror:
Famous People and the Astrology of the Actors who
Portrayed Them” both published by The Wessex Astrologer.
Alex has lectured at astrology conferences around the world
and is the Director of Education for Kepler College. Her
website is: www.alextrenoweth.co.uk

images :
Image 1 - Wikipedia common as- Public Domian
Image2 :
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Blonde_2022_fil
m_poster.jpg
 http://www.impawards.com/2022/blonde.html
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My client Caroline contacted me in the spring of 2020 to ask
about her new relationship and whether it held any long
term potential. She had not as yet actually met Jane, the
woman concerned, but had been engaging in a rather
intense (mainly on her side) written correspondence and
wanted to know if there was any future for them as a
couple.

The horary chart has a Gemini ascendant with Venus rising
at 21 degrees, forming a close conjunction with both
Caroline’s natal Venus and Jane’s natal Jupiter. The angular
position of Venus and the way it highlights both natal
charts, cements both partners firmly in the chart, suggesting
that it would be an accurate significator for the life
expectancy of the relationship.

WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF MY NEW RELATIONSHIP?
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Caroline's new relationship
9 May 2020, 7:55 BST, Kenmare, Ireland, 
Tropical, Regiomantanus 

Caroline is shown by the ruler of the
ascendant, Mercury at 24 degrees of
Taurus, peregrine and conjunct her natal
Sun, whilst Jane is described by the
Sagittarius descendant (conjunct her own
natal Moon) and by Jupiter, in detriment
and unfortunately placed in the 8th
house. The Moon, also a co-significator
for the querent, as well as for the object
of her enquiry, is found in Sagittarius in
the 6th house, in opposition to her natal
Mercury and in the same sign as Jane’s
natal Moon. 

Through just considering the first few
details of Mercury, Venus, the Moon and
Jupiter, I already had a horary chart that
closely linked these two people who
obviously shared a close affinity even
though that had not physically met, the
signification clearly describing the
yearning of a long distance relationship
expressed through letters.
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The Moon, which must be considered in all
questions, applies to an opposition with Venus,
highlighting the square from Neptune, whilst Mars,
elevated and angular does not suggest the happy
outcome that my client was hoping for.

With much of the signification in cadent or dark
houses, the impending retrograde passages of both
Venus and Jupiter, together with the angular Mars, I
judged that despite the promising connections with
the natal chart and the angular position of Venus,
that the relationship was unlikely to be the energetic
and mutually sustaining partnership that my client
was seeking. Although Mercury applies to Jupiter by
trine, describing the intellectual compatibility they
shared, Caroline’s co-significator, Venus, is in
aversion to Jupiter, they are in signs that do not see
each other at all.
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[1] Lilly, W.,Christian Astrology(1647); Astrology
Classics (2005); Aphorism 23, p.300.
[2] Lilly, W.,Christian Astrology(1647); Astrology
Classics (2005); Aphorism 17, p.299

Joanna Grant is an astrologer of some 30 years and was
awarded the Diploma at the Faculty of Astrological Studies in
2012. Weaving her knowledge of the stars together with
intuitive tarot techniques, she crafts highly personalised
guidance for clients who are often navigating difficult life
transitions. She has lately been very excited to breathe new
life into her astrological practice through her study of
Horary. Joanna holds the STA’s Practitioners Level
Certification in Horary and is currently completing the STA’s
Advanced Level Horary Diploma. You can read more about
her at www.joannakategrant.com  

” Beware in all Judgements,

when he significator of the

question is either Combust, or in

Opposition to the Sun, he will

then signify nothing of the

matter; no good, nor is he able

to bring anything to

perfection.”[1]

Although on paper the relationship showed promise,
in person things didn’t work out so well for them and
Caroline confirmed that when they finally met in
person it was not as she had hoped. Although she
gave it her best shot, the love relationship faltered in
approximately 11 months, described by the 11
degrees that the Moon needs to reach the
descendant. Despite the couple continuing as
companions for some time afterwards, nothing
further came of it.

The position of Venus in Gemini so close to the
ascendant and applying by trine to angular Mars in
Aquarius painted a clear picture of my clients intense
approach; she had already admitted that most of the
energy was coming from her side and was keen to
explore whether this would be reciprocated in due
course.

Despite Venus casting her benefic rays onto the
ascendant, she is peregrine, slow in speed and will
turn retrograde in 4 days. Mercury, Caroline’s main
significator is combust, located in the 12th house and
applying to a square with Mars, so even though she
desires a relationship, as is shown by Venus’
prominence, she is not in a place where she is truly 
 visible. Lilly writes ...
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Jane’s significator Jupiter, the ruler of the 7th, isn’t
well placed at all, in fall in Capricorn, placed in the
unfortunate 8th, applying to a received conjunction
with Saturn and also about to turn retrograde.
According to Lilly..

If the fortunes signify anything,

and are cadent, or ill placed in

Dignities, or behold not the

ascendant, or are Retrograde,

then they are impeded, and

shall perform little, if not

received.”[2] 

http://www.joannakategrant.com/
http://www.joannakategrant.com/
http://www.joannakategrant.com/


The astological narritive for the three months from
November through to January 2023 begs to focus on
Mars’ retrograde sojourn through Gemini, a sign in
which he has not spent so many days since a period
during 1943/1944, the last years of World War II! In
both cases Mars spends his entire retrograde cycle
“Out Of Bounds” away from the calming influence of
the Sun by declination. This has been associated
with “elements of danger, furious temper and
violence”(1). This time Mars will also spend the entire
three month period in conjunction with the asteroid
598 named for Achilles, the Greek hero of the
Homer’s Trojan war. This truly magnificent fresco
image of Achilles dragging the vanquished body of
Hektor around the city of Troy is displayed at the
Achillion museum in Corfu(2). It perfectly symbolises
Mars as the God of War, (as well as  Aries the sign he
holds rulership for). This 10 by 3 metre art work,
painted by Franz Matsch in 1892-4, dominates the
main staircase in this palace of Empress Elizabeth
(Sisi) of Austria, which has become a museum
dedicated to Achilles. I was fortunate enough to view
it all in person in 2015. Mars and Achilles were
enemies, allied with opposite sides in the 10-year
battle. The God of War fought with the Trojans, as
did Venus Aphrodite, Apollo, and Artemis. Hera and
Pallas Athena sided with the Greeks, along with
Poseidon, who was grandfather to Achilles.
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In the current cycle Mars applied by exact
conjunction to Achilles on September 29, before the
pair both stationed retrograde, Achilles at 19 Gemini,
and 25 Gemini for Mars. As Mars was moving more
slowly following his station, they then began to move
closer together, and will remain within 2 degrees of
each other, throughout December and January! On
December 8 they will move into the spotlight, book-
ending the Gemini Full Moon, as she opposes the
Sun conjunct to the asteroid Nyx, Goddess of the
Night and Darkness! Sol’s influence may be lessened
even more than is usual, through the culmination of
this Full Moon. The luminaries will be squared by
Juno/Hera. Kassandra was another protagonist in the
battle for Troy, Princess of Troy, sister to Hektor and
Paris, and a priestess in Apollo’s temple. The god
desired her, gifting her with accurate prophecy.
However, when she refused his advances, he placed
a curse on her so that nobody would believe any of
her valuable predictions. She made her family aware
that Helen coming to Troy was a disaster, she even
told them that the Greek soldiers were inside the
wooden horse and Troy would fall. But they didn’t
listen to her claims. Jupiter wanted to be seen as not
taking sides in the Trojan war. The chart shows the
asteroid 114 named for her, also stepping into the
fray of this current reprise of the war! She will
oppose Jupiter, at this Gemini Full Moon, both in the 

SARA GILBERT - AGENT 66 
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anaretic 29th degrees of their signs of Virgo and
Pisces. At the previous Full Moon in Taurus, on
November 8, she will make an almost partile square
to Achilles, at 17 Gemini 56’ from 17 Virgo 57’.

The asteroid Achilles was discovered on 22 February
1906 at 18 degrees of Leo, conjunct the North Node
and in a wide trine to Mars in Aries. It was
discovered by Max Wolf at the Heidelberg
Observatory and started a new family of Jupiter
“trojan” asteroids, having a similar 12-year orbit to
the planet. 

T H E  A S T R O L O G Y  O F  F A M O U S  P E O P L E  A N D  T H E  A C T O R S
W H O  P O T R A Y E D  T H E M
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The asteroid has a similar current retrograde cycle
to Mars, from October 10 until January 31 2023.
Asteroid 114 Kassandra is a faster moving T class
Main Belt asteroid discovered on 23 July 1871 by
Christian Peters. It has an orbit of 4.38 years, and
will remaining in direct motion for the period in
question. 
These asteroids were not involved in a similar
manner back in 1943/4. During Mars Retrograde
cycle in Gemini, planning was thought to be going on
for D Day on June 4 1944. Here the Allied Forces of
Great Britain, the United States of America and the
Soviet Union launched a combined naval, air and
land assault on Nazi-occupied France. In 2022/23 we
are aware of war in Europe and tensions between
NATO and other leaders such as China and Russia.
The involvement of Achilles and the Trojan War adds
weight to the already scary prospect of Mars
Retrograde and Out of Bounds for over 3 months.
Perhaps a hero of his ilk may emerge? The
involvement of Kassandra, especially opposing
Jupiter (what is believed to be the truth), suggest
some important facts may come to light about what
has been really happening, and what we are being
told by governments and the media, that proves
very hard for the community to believe.

1.    KT Boehrer “Declination the Outer Dimension” 1994
2.    “Triumph des Acchill (1894) Franz Matsch - Achillion
Palace, Achilleio, Corfu Greece (Wikimedia Commons
Images)
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Sara Gilbert - Agent 66 is an evolutionary astrologer and teacher based in Melbourne, Australia. She has developed a
childhood passion for fantasy and mythology into Life Spirit Connections, an esoteric college, which includes material on
astrology, tarot, numerology, palmistry and the kaballah tree of life. Sara is a qualified member of the Australian
Professional Astrology and Tarot Associations, APA and TGA. She can be contacted for readings or courses at
www.lifespiritconnections.com.au where she regularly blogs on astrology.

Gemini Full Moon, 8th Dec 2022
3:07PM, Melbourne, Australia.

Tropical, 0° Aries
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TIME CYCLESTIME CYCLES
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The MASTER of TIME CYCLES - WD GANN

In his coded novel The Tunnel Thru the Air he wrote about mediums,
clairvoyants and even Atlantis! Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, author of
Sherlock Holmes and The Lost World, is also mentioned, as he was a
prominent researcher of Spiritualism in the 1920's, traveling the world
investigating reports of supernatural spirit phenomena.
Do you find it incredulous and hard to fathom like most traders I meet?

Newspaper articles in the 1920's called W.D. Gann a prophet and a
mathematical seer. "Mr Gann has made noteworthy prognostications
of the markets which proved to be true in the course of time. His
calculations are based on Letters, Numbers and Astrology." Journal of
Commerce, 1921.

"Mr Gann gets calls every
day from men and women
prominent in all walks of life
asking him to cast their
horoscope. He tells politicians
whether or not they will be
elected and solves other
problems for clergymen,
bankers and statesmen." The
Evening Telegram 1923.

DID YOU KNOW THAT LEGENDARY TRADER W.D. GANN WAS AN ASTROLOGER?

He also cast horoscopes for commodities, one
example is his horoscope for Coffee.

 

W.D. Gann

In 1914, he was a member of The
Astrological Society, Inc N.Y. with Sepharial,
George Llewellyn, Frank C Higgins and had
associations with Edward Johndro, Luther
Jensen and CC Zain. Gann also published a
list of recommended books he had for sale -
topics included Numerology, Astrology, the
Tarot and other esoteric titles such as the
Oracles of Nostradamus. 

In the foreword of his coded novel The Tunnel Thru the Air (TTTA)
published in 1927, Gann tells you it contains a mysterious and
valuable secret, clothed in veiled language. What could this be? I
have found, like many others that the study of Gann not only
teaches you how to Master the Markets, it opens your mind to
the Metaphysical laws beyond our ordinary perception like his
Law of Vibration and hidden secrets in Sacred Geometry.
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The Tunnel Thru the Air, was a medium for Gann not
only to encode his trading secrets but also a method
for him to express his deep beliefs through the main
character Robert Gordon. Gann grew up in a strict
Baptist community where he could not openly disclose
his affinity with Astrology.  For example, on page 26,
"He read the Bible, especially the story of Job,
continued to go to church, and while he was suffering
many trials and tribulations, his mind was expanding.
He could not accept the theory preached and taught by
preachers, because he knew that the things, they
taught were wrong."

The Bible makes it plain that not all are born to be
prophets, nor to be farmers, doctors, or lawyers, but
each can succeed in his own special line, according to
time and place. If men would only follow the Bible and
know that there is a time to stop try making money
and to keep what they have, then wait for another
season when the time is ripe, they would continue to
succeed indefinitely.”

Pg 67: 'I believe in the stars; I believe in Astrology and I
have figured out my own destiny."

The Bible makes it plain that the stars do rule. 147th
Psalm, 4th Verse: 
“He tellest the number of stars, he callest them all by
name.

I believe the wise men of the East, the astrologists
before the birth of Jesus Christ, knew where and when
he would be born by the study of the stars".

His most remarkable Forecast was made November
1928 when Gann issued his Annual Forecast for 1929
predicting the end of the great bull market in stocks
for September 3, 1929, and the greatest panic in
history to follow. He advised his clients to sell short
and pyramid all the way down. W.D. Gann prospered
during the Depression, which he predicted would end
in 1932.

In his later years, we know from some private letters,
Gann did disclose his astrological methods to a select
few of his private students, especially on trading
commodities like Soybeans, Cotton, and Coffee.
Astrological symbols are scattered on many of Gann's
trading charts and workings. Gann also constructed his
own graphic ephemeris to trace planetary movement
along the zodiac, which he called The Path of Planets.
Amazingly, he used planetary longitude and aspects to
give him price levels!

Within its pages, Gann was able to teach personal,
financial, and mundane astrological principals for a
future generation as a legacy for those willing to knock
and seek. 

Some quotes from Gann:
pg75: “In making my predictions I use geometry and
mathematics, just as an astronomer, based on
immutable laws.”

Pg 84. “How few people are willing to study the Bible in
order to understand the signs and discern the future
and profit by it.’
 
Pg. 172 “Robert was a great believer in Astrology
because he had found this great science referred to so
many times in the Holy Bible. He had made notes as he
read the Bible at different times where it referred to
Astrology or the signs in the heavens and was
thoroughly convinced that the influence of the
heavenly bodies govern our lives.”

Pg 175. “Robert knew that the Bible was replete with
references that the heavens ruled. He had read where
it said: ‘Discern the end from the beginning, where
Jesus said, “I will judge you in the place of your nativity.”

Pg 62: “I have been studying the Bible night and day for
many years, and I believe that I have found in it the key
to all prophecy, -- the rules foretelling the events in the
history of the country, the progress in invention, and
the rules for forecasting the future of stocks and
commodities.”

Pg 204: “ I have studied the Bible very carefully because
I believe it is the greatest scientific book ever written.
The laws are plainly laid down how to make a success.
There is a time and season for everything, and if a man
does things according to time, he will succeed. 
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20th November, 2022

Eros : Magic and Astrology
with Michael Ofek

“The whole power of magic consists in Eros. The work of magic is the
attraction of one thing by another because of a certain affinity of nature.” ~
Marsilio Ficino
This lecture explores the principle of Eros, and its primary role in the
metaphysics of astrology and magic. Drawing on Orphic mythology, Platonic
philosophy, and Chaldean Theurgy, we will shed light on the different aspects
and levels of Eros. We will explore its virtues of attraction and mimesis, the
connection with stellar light, the alchemical “secret fire” and the creative impulse
of the cosmic, and individual soul. These will pave the way for an in-depth
understanding of its primacy in all astrological workings, as well as in art and
creativity, with particular emphasis on astrological magic and image-making.
Finally, we will also learn some practical perspectives on directly engaging with
the magical powers of Eros. 90 minutes $25 USD

Full details and registration HERE

 

 
August 28th, 2022

Part 2 : Progressions of Mercury
Mars and Venus 
with Julija Simas

As Part of a 3 part series on progressions and continuing from Part 1 in
Part 2 we learn about the Progressions of Mercury, Venus and Mars, their
stationary points, retrogrades  and synodic phases by progression.– With
class examples. 2HRS - $30 USD

 

  Full details and registration HERE

 

https://cosmicintelligenceagency.com/shop/all-products/webinars/eros-astrology-and-magic/
https://cosmicintelligenceagency.com/cia-academy/
https://cosmicintelligenceagency.com/shop/all-products/webinars/learn-progressions-part-2-mercury-venus-mars/


In The Tunnel Thru the Air on page 78,
Gann wrote,

" IT IS NOT MY AIM TO EXPLAIN THE
CAUSE OF CYCLES. The general public
is not yet ready for it and probably

would not understand or believe it if I
explained it." 

That was 95 years ago, but now we have
diverse software and tools specifically
designed for Gann Astro-Trading. 
I have spent the last 17 years dedicating my
research to the ingenious methods of WD.
Gann and have taught thousands of traders
all over the world. 

T I M E  C Y C L E S

 

Olga Morales Agent 33 -After obtaining a BA in Psychology
from Melbourne University, Olga Morales received a
professional certificate in 1993 from the Australian Academy
of Astrology and y founded Astrology for Gann Traders. She
now teaches all over the world through lectures and her
DVDs. Olga has lectured for the VAA (2005-2018) and the FAA
(2012/2016), at UAC New Orleans/Chicago (2012/2018) and
ATAA (2010 - 2012), in New York City with Bill Meridian
(2013), also Hong Kong, London(2017), and UAE 2013-2017). 

www.astrologyforganntraders.com.au 
Follow Olga's updates on Twitter
https://twitter.com/AstroGann33 
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 It has been said that to truly
understand the secrets and
symbolism in TTTA you need not
only to be an astrologer but also a
high degree Mason like Gann. In this
regard, my research reveals that
Masonic rituals stem from ancient
Egypt and the Temples of Initiation.
We know that Pythagoras was
initiated into the Egyptian mysteries
and taught the secrets by the High
Priests. Gann made trips to both
Egypt and India in search of ancient
texts where he found the Square of
Nine, an ancient system of both
Time and Number also referred to
as The Pythagorean Cube and the
foundation of ancient Numerology.

W.D. Gann died at 3.20pm on the 18th of June
1955 only 12 days after his 77th Birthday. He
was buried with his second wife Sadie in the
Greenwood Cemetery in Brooklyn overlooking
Wall Street. I visited his grave in 2012 during the
Venus Transit. 

Looking back, as Gann always instructed, his
remarkable life was full of many trials and
tribulations. What he accomplished in one
lifetime through sheer determination and
devotion, was a feat beyond an ordinary man -
for W.D. Gann was no ordinary man, he was the
boy Wizard of Wall St and later a Supreme
Commander (33-degree Mason).
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C O S M I C  C O O K I N G

Day Sign - Gemini
Night sign - Virgo
Metal  – Quicksilver
Gems – Emeralds
Colours - Green, light greens to yellow
In the body –  Nervous system, thyroid gland, nervous activity,
mental activity, digestive system, assimilation of nutrients

To consider Mercury in cooking, does seem quite odd, until we look closer
at this trickster's associations.  Mercury is the planet associated with learning,
communication, cognition and perception, it represents how we assimilate,
exchange and share information, reading, the movement and exchange of
ideas through speaking, writing & networking.  As messenger of the gods, he
symoolizes our  thoughts  and our minds, that can go anywhere !

We can find more inspiration from the astrological Mercury rulerships:

Plants, Foods, Herbs and ruled by  Mercury
Herbs:  Fast growing  herbs, valerian, parsley, dill, liquorice, marjoram
Food: Soya Beans, Fennel, carrots, celery, leafy greens, grains in general
Flowers and plants: wildflowers, lavender, tall and quick growing, crocus,
ferns,

To create a recipe inspired by Mercury  our criteria came together quite
quickly, something, green, fast, unfussy, nutritious and as opposed to fast
food, healthy. We picked our recent retreat to implement to recipe, where we
needed a lunch that would feed 30 people, be nutritious, could be eaten on
the go, and eaten anywhere, so we could also do other things during a busy
afternoon, more visistors and not enough room in the assigned dining room.
Mercury's environs are local space, so think of this recipe when meeting for
work meetings or times when you want to eat and read, or even eat and work,
or when everyone can serve themselves when ready.

We decided a Japanese inspired version of the above would suit quite well ,
using soya bean products, miso and tofu and lots of healthy greens and even
self served in takeaway noodle boxes. We decorated the tables with the
wildflowers of the season, found around the  retreat centre.

MERCURYMERCURY
 W I T H  T H E  A S T R O L O G E R  A N D  T H E  C H E F  

We continue our cooking series,  inspired by astrology and
the planets, this time we get our inspiration from  - Mercury
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W I T H  A G E N T S  
P E T A  S A N T O S  &
J U L I J A  S I M A S
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Broccoli Salad with Avocado
and Cucumber  and Peanut
Sauce

Ingredients  serves 4
Salad
2 heads broccoli, trimmed to florets and
steamed to crips-tender
2 Avocados peeled and cut into chunks
1 continental cucumber, sliced in half
lengthways and then sliced into half-moons
4 spring onions, white parts, shred finely
1 cup edamame or green peas, steamed and
cooked
2 cups mixed lettuce leaves
Toasted seeds sesame, sunflower, pepitas and
crunchy shallots

Peanut  Sauce 
1tbs finely chopped ginger
2tbs finely chopped onion
5cm piece finely chopped lemongrass
4 finely chopped coriander root
1tbs oil
4tbs crunchy peanut butter
1tbs soy sauce
1tbs fish sauce
200 mls coconut cream
juice 1 orange, squeeze of lime, 
chopped coriander

Increase quantities to feed more people
easily

J A P A N E S E - T O F U ,  G R E E N S  A N D  S O U P

C O S M I C  C O O K I N G
 

Method
For Dressing - Mix all ingredients and taste for
seasoning, you may want to thin with water or add
some sugar or lemon , soy or mirin to your taste.

Arrange salad with layers,  beginning with lettuce
then broccoli florets, cucumber and avocado.
Splash dressing all over and repeat. Finish wth
dressing then sprinkle with spring onions, peas or
edamame, and toasted seeds, add coriander and
shallots.

For peanut sauce (you can always use your favourite
bottled peanut sauce for quicker results). Cook onion,
ginger, lemongrass and coriander roots in oil in a
small pot. When softened and fragrant add peanut
butter, soy, curry powder, fish sauce, coconut
cream and sugar. Stir over low heat till combined
add juices and stir in fresh coriander. Adjust with
seasoning to taste.

You can also allow diners to arrange their own
portion plates or takeaway boxes.
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Method
Drain and place tofu on platter large enough
to hold the sauce and overflow.

10 minutes before serving douse tofu with
half of the teriyaki sauce as much as you like
and cover completely with  torn and chopped
herbs onions and crunchy shallots.

We also served with buckwheat Asian
noodles, tossed with toasted sesame seeds 
 and served simple miso soup. 
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TERIYAKI TOFU
Ingredients  serves 4

Tofu
4 packets silken tofu (300gram each)
2 cups teriyaki sauce,  see recipe - 
4 Tbs toasted sesame seeds
1 cup torn parsley
1 cup torn mint leaves
1/2 cup chopped coriander
1 cup shredded spring onions
Crunchy onions or shallots (found in asian
groceries)

Teriyaki sauce 
1/2 cup mirin
1/2 cup soy sauce
4 tbsp grated fresh ginger squeezed of juice 

In a small saucepan bring all ingredients to a
simmer over medium low heat, swirling the
pan about 5 minutes until liquid has
reduced.

J A P A N E S E - T O F U ,  G R E E N S  A N D  S O U P

C O S M I C  C O O K I N G
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THE "TIMELORDS" TAROT DECK
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A few years back, the boffins of the digital world claimed to
have re-invented Rembrandt. They had analyse over 120 of
his paintings by texture, mood, lighting, style, facial
recognition, brushstroke, paint thickness, smoothing and
detail much more intriguing. This they then calculated into
a mathematical algorithm which on demand, would
“paint” an image in Rembrandt’s style. The result was
remarkable, an image, albeit a flat 2-dimensional version,
of a probable painting that would make the viewer believe
it was painted by the master himself.

Move on 4 years and now we have a remarkable access to
that technology, both in image-making and wordsmithing.
The ease of image-making has come to this: type in some
words with whatever prompt you would like, hit enter and
within a minute, out pops 4 variants of your words, in full
glorious creamy-thick imagery.

Because I have been pushing pixels with my own computer
art for over twenty years, I was sceptical about its power,
but having now conjoured up, yes, conjoured in a magical
way, over thousands of images, the process has won me
over and I have become a devotee - eager to accept the
new wave of digital influence on our real world, and one
that is fast attracting the 5th dimension of Virtuality. 

THE ART IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
- MOON DOOGAS, AGENT 14

 

Our Front Cover artist

People buy digital currency (Bitcoin, Ethereum, Alt Coins
and so forth), they live in Virtual worlds full of shops,
galleries, environments that are beyond our natural
possibilities. They play games with helmets that allow a full
physical and psychological involvement where fantastic
aliens exist, we visit worlds in full 3-dimensions – everything
but the smell (that will surely come soon!). We have
holographic projections now, facial transplantation, fake
news, deep-fake videos, a wonderful and dangerous world
of lies and deceit, one that has forever changed the course
of our destinies, and art is about to explode with it.

The introduction of Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) upon the
world of art and collectability has already exploded: apart
from the obscene values placed upon a short run of 1s and
0s, the sub-cultural support of NFTs has been well
entrenched amongst both artists and collectors, mostly
youthful and smitten with this new generation of thinking.
s astrologers, we live in a world not unsimilar to the virtual
world, a cosmos of understanding that is administered by
those who are aware and those who wish to understand it, a
subculture to the concrete steadfastness of inherited laws
and protocols. We look at life - DIFFERENTLY. The new
generation of digital virtuality does the same.

>
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 Moon Doogas is C*I*A's Agent 14 who has been

surrounded by astrology for the last 20 years married
to Agent 12 Julija - 14 has worked with the C*I*A on

graphics, promotions and the website since its
inception. His Aquarius Ascendant,  Taurus Sun, and

Venus Moon, Uranus in Cancer in the 5th house,
make him a most prolific creator in many mediums,
from paintings to digital art, photography, graphic
design, as well as  poetry and the investigation of
electronic music with which he creates incredibly

powerful musical landscapes  and languages.

imagery and visual compositions 
MOONDOOGAS.COM

sound/music/aural landscapes 
mixcloud.com/mindoogas
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As I mentioned, I am smitten by this wonderful technology
and have indulged in its potential. The imagery is
wonderfully fresh, combining the madness of Salvador
Dali with the deep gothic flavours of a make-believe
futuristic world, add in the sensuous spread of colour
gradation, and stir in the spices of reality. I wondered what
to with this available alchemy. 

So I challenged myself to design a Tarot deck - a perfect
way to engage my artistic direction and attempt to talk to
the computer in a direct and meaningful way with a
spread of ideas and a re-interpretation of a classic and
established display of new imagery. Of course there has
been much done with re-interpretation: The David Bowie
Starman series, The Voyager cards etcetera, but for AI
interpretation, I was yet to come across them. My
challenge was to create the deck of 78 in  one week, from
start to finish. And, I believe I did it. The series has
foundations of a mid 18th Century Europe mingled with
tributes to earlier centuries with a modern twist of 20th
century artistys, Francis Bacon comes to the fore with his
distortions of bodies and faces, Dali’s contortions of
objects and the mechanizations of the fibonacci creeping
in wherever it could. The main character is that of Doctor
Doom, a merchant of time like the other famous Bacon
come Saint Germaine and Melchesadech  - this character
is universal and timeless, a true Timelord.

There may be many changes to texts and post-production
adjustments to artwork (not all artwork comes out
perfect) before printing the deck, but the majority of
creative work was completed within the time allocated.

I have here a few examples of the series, I would love your
feedback, not just about my work but also your feelings
about this new generation of direction.
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and excitement of what was in store for the
weekend. King Parrots sang to us from the trees and
strutted in the boughs above our heads as we
praised their beauty. Afterwards, all of us
experienced an incredible session of sound therapy
in the beautiful Temple, a thrilling experience I will
never forget. By the end of the evening, we were so
tired from all the excitement, excellent food and 
fresh, country air and sound vibrations that sleep
was most welcome. 

4 am on Friday morning and nature was calling. It
was still dark and I was in an unfamiliar place with
Huntsmen waiting to jump in my hair. I turned on my
bedroom light and carefully looked around me. So
far, so good but the loos were a two minute walk
through enemy territory. Either I could lie awake
suffering and waiting or I could pull myself together
and get out there. Finally, I couldn’t wait any longer.
The morning wildlife was just starting to wake up and
there were the sounds of unfamiliar birds and other
critters. I quickly made my way and fortunately,
everything stayed out of my hair and I made the
return trip back to my room and firmly shut my door.

 

After being in Lockdown since March 2020, I was
itching to get out and about again so when Julija
invited me to attend the Venus: The Magic of the
Cosmos Retreat from 20-23 October 2022 near
Melbourne Australia, I jumped at the chance to get on
a plane again. In my excitement, I had forgotten one
little thing: I’m an arachnophobe and I would be
visiting a country known for all the 8-legged varieties
of freaks that could kill you. During my previous visit
to Australia in 2016, I saw a few spiders but they were
on the other side of firmly closed windows. Maybe I
just got lucky, I thought to myself. The one spider that
filled me with the most fear was the Huntsman. The
only funny thing about Huntsmans is that Australians
talk about them as if they’re household pets. In my
mind, Huntsmans jumped on my head and tangled
themselves in my hair as I went about minding my
own business or they had little Huntsman parties
under my bed as I tried to sleep and, er, hatched plans
to terrorise me as much as they could.

So as Julija and I made plans for the retreat, I secretly
and not-so-secretly fretted over seeing a Huntsman.
Julija (and other Australian friends) kept reminding me
of how Huntsmans are not poisonous to humans and
and were extremely useful because they keep pests 
 and insects in check. “I can’t guarantee that you won’t
see one,” Julija kept telling me. “We’ll be in the
country,” she said, “and you’ll be so busy you’ll forget
all about them.”

As we arrived at the beautiful Maitripa centre, all I
could think of was about how I could sweet talk the
groundskeeper into chasing any Huntsman out of my
room. But we had a lot of unpacking to do and there
was no time to fuss over potentially seeing a spider.
Fortunately, I did not see a single Huntsman as I
unpacked and settled into my room. By dinnertime, I
was so distracted by the glorious food prepared by
Peta Santos that I completely forgot about them being
around. As we moved outside to enjoy the Australian
spring sunshine, I was so caught up in the moment of
meeting new friends and seeing old friends that I
began to relax and just soak up the incredible vide
. 
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VENUSIAN BLESSINGS 
AT THE C*I*A RETREAT

 AGENT 144  - ALEX TRENOWETH
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After another exceptionally fine dinner of chicken
roast with vegan and vegetarian options. I found it
incredible that Peta managed to cater for so many
different kinds of palates and diets. I was really
touched by the sheer amount of preparation this
would have taken and I can honestly say, the food
was head and shoulders above any hotel
conference provisions. The evening ended with
Olga Morales' talk on Venus, Luck and Money and
the more experienced astrologers helped the
newbies with locating their potential fortunes in
their charts. After a full day of teaching, chatting
and learning—and eating far more food than I
should have—it was time to have a glass of wine
and wind down for the evening.  

 
Saturday morning, I woke up at a more reasonable
hour and decided I’d have an early start with a nice,
hot shower. And that’s when I saw IT! As I was
making my way to the shower, a tiny movement in
my peripheral vision stopped me dead in my
tracks. A spider about the size of a dollar coin was
watching me from just below the roof beams. Both
of us froze and I imagined the Beast was planning
its attack. As I took in enough air for a blood-
curdling scream, it dodged back into its hiding
place and let me pass into the showers. Shaken, I
asked someone if they would mind checking the
shower for me because I thought I had just seen a
Huntsman, even if only a little one. The corners of
the kindly woman’s mouth twitched a little as she
checked the shower stalls for me and she then told
me the coast was clear. I had the fastest shower of
my life and got the hell out of there. Arriving at
breakfast dripping wet and hastily dressed, I
completely forgot the spider when I saw the
breakfast spread. I joined my friends with a loaded
plate (how may hours at the gym to burn off all the
calories?) and we chatted and watched the parrots
again. Julija did a talk on the Magic and Alchemy of
the shifting Venus Star Libra point exact  on
Sunday. After a break she did a session on
AstroCartography while I did a session on
Progressed Venus. On Saturday we also had a
market day, where was we could check out what
busy agents have been up to. There were books,
luscious-smelling soaps, T-shirts, Artwork, jewellery
and an Esoteric Technologies creators of AstroGold
stall and lots of other goodies we could indulge in.

A few hours later, Julija called me and said I had
about 30 minutes to get myself  ready for my first 
 workshop on Astrology and Families. I was annoyed
with myself for missing yoga but I had to give myself a
break: getting used to being on the opposite side of
the world was going to take my body some time to
get used to. My middle of the night adventure to the
loos and the fresh spring air (I left my screened
window open all night) wore me out. I made it to
breakfast just in time to get some eggs and toast and
I am so glad I did. Clearly, Peta put some of her own
magic into those eggs. Fortified, I was ready for my
session while Deborah James held a beginners’
astrology session and Julija taught a Venus Star and
Cycle  workshop.

As it was Friday , before and after lunch we prepared
ourselves to make some Venusian potions using the
magic of the Venus Day and and Venus hour with
herbalist and naturopath and medical astrologer
Nicky Allison. Essential oils were mixed with 
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de-ionised water to create our
own perfume, set with our
carefully chosen intentions. I loved
my potion better than any other
scent I have ever purchased and
best of all, it was 100% natural and
infused with good intentions. 
 Saturday was also a a very clever
Mercury takeaway lunch of Asian
fused noodles  (see Cosmic
Cooking segment in this issue) we
continued with a creative theme
and also painted our Venus
symbols under the guidance of
artist Deborah James. Agent 29
Deb had prepared for us all our
Venus - Symbols, Sabian, Chandra,
and Omega An incredible array of
materials were provided to help
inspire us to create something we
would value and treasure. As we
were creating, we were also
invited for energy healing in the
meditation temple with Petrina
Harold, who used her special
crystal  etheric weavers to re-
energize our bodies where most
needed.  

V E N U S I A N  B L E S S I N G S





and integrated over the weekend and looked at each
others charts with the coming months in mind.

Having made friends with Ralph, I was feeling
completely relaxed. So relaxed in fact that I wanted
to spend some time with my new friend. I sat on the
steps watching him as I ate my breakfast and
suddenly I just felt so serene. It was the feeling that
only comes when you confront your worst fear and
have the realisation that this fear is in fact not a fear
at all. Ralph was nodding his head in agreement just
as Olga Morales was walking by. She asked me what I
was doing and I told her I was sitting with my new
spider friend. She went over for a closer look. “Yup
that’s a baby Huntsman all right,” she told me. I
nodded my brave head in agreement and total
confidence. Then Olga added: “There’s probably a big
old nest of them in the wall.” I didn’t drink any more
tea after that.

It was time to eat our final meal together—and it was
time to say good bye to Ralph who mercifully
encouraged his hundreds of brothers and sisters and
Monster Mother to stay out of my sight. As we
packed and prepared to go home, I was struck by just
how remarkable the weekend was. Not only was it
filled with astrology, magic and beauty,  and seeing
the efficiency and skill of the C*I*A in action, it was
truly an opportunity to embrace our friends again, to
make new connections, fill our bellies with joy and to
experience things we never could have in a different
setting. My big thanks to Juljia and all the other
agents for putting together such a great event. And a
special, big thank you to Ralph for being so charming.

•

But then... it was time to see if the spider was still
hanging outside the loos. I was a good 20 metres from
the entrance and even from that distance, I could see
the Huntsman had returned. I decided to use another
loo and leave it  to terrorise someone else. By this
time, I decided to lay off the tea to reduce my visits to
the loos where other Beasts could be laying in wait.
Again, I was so distracted my Peta’s extravagant
Mexican feast that I completely forgot the Beast and
made my way to room to grab a jumper. I was just
about under the thing when a remarkable thing
happened: the Beast raised one of its legs as if to give
me a friendly wave. I moved a little closer to look at it
and decided it didn’t look so mean and scary. In fact it
was sort of cute and seemed to have a personality. I
decided to name it ‘Ralph’ and from then on, he was
always there waiting for me, waving a friendly leg to
greet me.

Olga Morales enchanted us with her afternoon talk on
the Tarot and the decans and how to apply to our
astrology charts, the group was fully focused for 3
hours with the amazing info and research Olga
provides. 

Saturday evening was party evening and we were all
getting dressed up. Julija loaned me a sari and I
decided to decorate my hair with some pink flowers.
And then, a second remarkable thing happened: as I
was returning from putting flowers in my hair, 4 King
Parrots flew to the railing I was standing next to as if
they wanted a closer look. I’m not scared of birds so I
was more than happy we could all admire each other.
I was so thrilled with the experience, I even stopped by
to show my outfit to Ralph who seemed to raise a leg
in approval.

Dinner, unsurprisingly, was absolutely beautiful and
we all looked like embodiments of Venus if I do say so
myself. With Botticelli’s “Primavera”   the image  and
theme of our retreat, someone got the bright idea of
bringing the painting to life. It was the highlight of the
retreat to use all this Venusian creativity to embody
the gods. 

Sunday morning was time to activate the Venus Star
with our resident yogi Suzi Alexopolous. She led the
meditation to help ground us with breath work,
meditation and special mantras and another sound
healing with Deb's special bells and bowls, set off the
the new Libra Star energies for us all. After breakfast
we took the time to reflect on what we had learned 
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Mr. Hamacher has spent many years actively engaged with
Australian Indigenous people getting to know the
multitudinous ways in which they understand the sky and
how it has informed their social and cultural activities, let
alone their spiritual beliefs. He focuses primarily on the
rigour and analytic component of these observations,
though makes a clear and distinct reference that their lore
extends beyond merely practical application. Drawing
parallels with numerous indigenous tribes from around
Australia and the world, the book primarily focuses on the
people of the Torres Strait, between Australia and New
Guinea, where he has spent a significant amount of time. 
There is much evidence pointing to an extensive
understanding of stellar phenomenon that predates
Western scientific understanding and this is, perhaps,
primarily to do with the deep connection with Nature and
the need to understand rhythm, pattern and cycle, and
how it applies to their practical needs to plant, eat and
navigate. 

Throughout each chapter, Mr Hamacher collates
mythological story with experiential application within any
given tribe and references similarities between tribes and
cultures, many of whom had no direct communication with
each other. The orientation is understandably a rational
one, as the book makes a case for how ‘scientific’ the
wisdom has been, and he makes distinct parallels between
specific astronomical theories and developments and
indigenous observations and practices. 

The book gives a much needed voice for the
misunderstood and prejudiced First Peoples and it
extensively outlines the ways in which the star lore has
been used and integrated into their cultural and social
world views. It is, however, written from a westerner’s
perspective and not directly from the indigenous elders,
which is in part understandable when you consider that
much lore is transmitted orally and not via written
instruction. 
Indigenous wisdom is strongly practical in so far as the
stellar phenomena are related to the interpretation of
wind, humidity, precipitation and heat changes and cycles;
and much time is devoted to recounting stories that
various tribes tell that are used to ‘predict’ these
meteorological shifts.

 From an astrological perspective, this summary is called
astro-meteorology, which is a branch of mundane
astrology, but there is little reference to how the stars are
experienced on a personal or psycho-spiritual level.
Indeed, the absence of the spiritual and religious
meaning of the star lore is striking, but understandable,
as this wisdom is part of the holistic and deeply
interconnected animistic world view of the First People.
Mr Hamacher acknowledges this omission even if the
stories told hint at a deeper meaning. 

Much time is devoted to accounting for the navigational
purposes of the stars, as well as outlining how the stars
are used to assist with navigation. Stellar phenomena,
not commonly used by astrologers, are also described.
This includes the presence of comets, meteors, asteroids
and super nova weaving their existence into creation
myths and ‘predictions’ about their meaning. 

For anyone not familiar with astronomical terms, this
book is well written, as each astronomical term is
explained an given simply, understandable examples,
and it is referenced as to how the indigenous tribes used
this information to assist in their agrarian and husbandry
activities. 

Its scope is vast and whilst focused almost exclusively on
Antipodean tribes, references to Inuit, Aztecan, Plains
Native Americans, Polynesian and Egyptian cultures are
made. It is fascinating to step inside the mind of these
peoples who link stars in ways unknown to the Western
mind and tradition, that gives a sense of their world view,
even if there is no reference to the numinosity of their
star lore, a facet implicit to their culture. However, I’d
imagine that the reason for its absence stems from the
nature of reverence and sacredness that is central to
these people, and the fact that not all information is to be
known, but experienced, as is hinted at by the author
when he recounts occasions when gnostic wisdom is
revealed. 

It is a thoroughly informative read and important to
acknowledge the significance of the world-view of
people’s commonly thought of as being illiterate and
ignorant. 

THE FIRST ASTRONOMERS: 
HOW INDIGENOUS ELDERS READ THE STARS 
BY DUANE HAMACHER

REVIEWED BY : ANDREW SMITH
Essentially “The First Astronomers” is a well-researched and
documented argument to open the eyes of Western academics to take
seriously the extensive and intimate knowledge that Indigenous
peoples have regarding star knowledge and lore. 
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This book is very much in the vein of making
astrology accessible for a non-expert audience. 

After he explains how astrology is like a clock and
how the Ascendant changes by sign and degree
throughout each day, what he’s really after in this
book is showing that just the combination of twelve
Sun signs with twelve rising signs makes for more
complexity than the average Sun sign column reader
would know. He’s got about a page, cook book style,
for each of the 144 Sun/rising sign combinations. 
I flipped to my own combination: Virgo rising/Cancer
Sun, and at first, I was not impressed with the write-
up. No, I am not someone who “naps during a crisis”
or “yawns in the middle of a heated conversation.” (I
have four planets in fire signs, for gods’ sake.) But I
read further and found that Christopher hit the nail
on the head. About a Virgo rising/Cancer Sun
person, he writes:
“The Moon, like Mercury, the rule of your Ascendant,
is a planet of messages. Mercury rules over speedy
thoughts and abbreviated words while the Moon
rules over dreams with all of their confused logic
and garbled imagery. You have a unique gift to make
sense of all this… You are excellent at interpreting,
deciphering and decoding. But perhaps your
greatest talent is writing.” 
Thank you, Christopher. It’s true. 

Then I flipped to the rising/Sun sign combinations of
some other people I know well and, yes, his
descriptions register. This is a useful book to get a
quick hit on someone’s Sun/rising sign combo.
At the end of the book, he addresses how each
rising sign type will relate to people of each Sun sign
and when your Sun sign is the other person’s
Ascendant. 
The rising sign is not only the face you show the
world. It also describes how you face the world. We
need to understand how we come across to others.
To know oneself, Renstrom concludes, is “the
product of an ongoing creative collaboration
between your Sun sign and Ascendant.”

RISE AND SHINE: AN
ASTROLOGICAL GUIDE TO
HOW YOU SHOW UP IN THE
WORLD

REVIEWED BY: SARA R. DIAMOND
Have you ever heard someone say they think
astrology is baloney because they just don’t
relate to the qualities they’ve read about their
“sign,” meaning their Sun sign? Or, on the flip
side, have you ever heard someone insist that
they are a “real, true Leo,” when your impression
of them is that they seem more like a Taurus? 

Christopher Renstrom’s new book on rising signs
is perfect for an astrological newcomer who may
think our craft is all about Sun signs, and who
would benefit from dipping their toes into just
how vast their chart really is.

He begins by explaining that the rising sign is one
of the most important features of a chart, “right
up there with the Sun and the Moon,” and that it’s
not a planet but a demarcation line. He calls the
rising sign the “face” of the astrological chart. Not
a mask, as in hiding something. Not a role or a
persona, but a face that is spontaneous,
expressive and reactive just like your 
physical face is. This makes sense, and it’s a great
way to introduce astrological newcomers to what
the rising sign is. “Your Rising Sign is on show for
everyone to see,” Christopher writes. “It’s the first
glimpse others get of you, and that includes your
voice and demeanor.” 

Christopher Renstrom is great at explaining
complex things in accessible ways. He should be--
he’s been writing daily horoscopes for the San
Francisco Chronicle for years. He’s the author of
the contemporary classic Ruling Planets which
zeroes in on the planetary ruler as a guide to each
Sun sign, and he’s an expert on the history of
astrology in the U.S. He gives an informative
lecture on what he calls “trash astrology” in which
he argues that the pop astrology of mass media is
as much “real astrology” as the astrology written
in jargon and understandable only by the learned
few.
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In the context of the Moon and the lunar nodes,
the South Node represents the past, the Moon
represents the present, and the North Node
represents the future. As mentioned previously,
the natal Moon serves as a bridge between the
evolutionary past and the future. As JWG teaches,
in every life the Soul creates an ego through
which the current evolutionary intentions are
integrated. The ego is structured in such a way as
to support the ongoing evolution of the Soul, and
thus serves as an integration function within
consciousness. In other words, the Soul creates a
distinct self-image, or personal lens, through
which we then know and see ourselves. It is our
“inner home,” so to speak, how we live within
ourselves on an emotional level. The analogy that
is given to us in the Pluto material to illustrate this
principle is that the ego is similar to a lens on a
movie projector. Without the lens there would be
diffused images of light. Without the ego we
would not be able to speak our own names. The
core point to remember within this is that we
cannot get rid our ego as so many spiritual
teachings would suggest. From my view, the
ultimate intention of spiritual life is to re-align the
ego through merging with God/dess.

This archetype indicates the dynamics that the
Soul will identify with for emotional and security
purposes on a subjective level. It corresponds to
the early childhood environment, and to the
biological mother or the key parental figure(s)
who provide the most emotional nurturing and
security. A key aspect within this is that of self-
nurturing. In my view, the capacity to self-nurture
reflects the shift from external to internal security
because we are learning to emotionally support
ourselves and meet our own needs from within
instead of deriving this from external sources.

A main theme, or central principle, within
evolutionary astrology is the transition from our past
to our evolutionary future. All of us experience a
natural tension and sense of insecurity when faced
with change and the release of past emotional
patterns that are preventing further growth
and creating blocks with respect to our evolution. In
this Introduction we will discuss how this evolutionary
shift from past to future is reflected by the natal
Moon and the lunar nodes in the birth chart.

In the birth chart, the position of the natal Moon
indicates how we will cope, on a day-to-day basis,
with the stress caused by releasing these patterns
and blocks, and how we will integrate the changes
that signify the transition from the past to the future.
In the course of these changes the Soul progressively
shift s emotional security from external sources of all
sorts to an internal state of security; a state of self-
security. Our self image naturally changes through
this process. Ultimately, the gravitational pull away
from past patterns is a reflection of the growing push
towards
recovering our original root or nature as we evolve, or
return, back to the Source of All Things. In essence,
we must all cultivate an inner space or state of
emotional security instead of remaining stuck in
outdated sources of external dependency. We must
make this shift so that we can move with the natural
flow of the evolutionary tides for the life as we
reunite with God/dess and return to our origins.
In the natal chart, the South Node of the Moon
corresponds to the past self-image of the Soul, the
natal Moon corresponds to the current self-image of
Soul, and the North Node corresponds to the
forming, or developing, self-image of the Soul. The
natural law of the trinity: past, present and future, is
reflected in these symbols. This natural law is a core
principle upon which evolutionary astrology is
founded. 
. 
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Over a great period of evolutionary time the center
of gravity within consciousness shifts from the ego
to the Soul. The analogy that is used to illustrate this
principle is the wave upon the sea. If the center of
gravity of consciousness is centered in the individual
wave, the ego, then I am identified as a separate
entity: the individual wave. If the center of gravity
within consciousness is centered within the sea,
Soul, then the ego no longer identifies itself as being
separate from its own Soul, or separate from its
ultimate origins: the Source of All Things. In essence,
the self-image and emotional structure within the
Soul undergoes a metamorphosis as we merge and
re-unite with the God/dess.

This process is reflected in the natural water trinity
in the zodiac: Cancer, Scorpio and Pisces. The Cancer
archetype symbolizes the ego, Scorpio symbolizes
metamorphosis, and Pisces symbolizes union with
the Source; an important point here is that evolution
occurs through the emotional
body.

The Moon and the lunar nodes reflect the specific
areas where we will experience the emotional pull to
the past, South Node, and the push towards the
future, North Node, as it relates to the current
moment in time, the Moon. The self-image naturally
changes correspondingly. In so doing, the Soul
releases past patterns of external emotional security
through its union with the Universal Source, and it is
often through the progressive removal of all external
dependencies that this core lesson is learned; that
true security can only be found and cultivated from
within ourselves via a connection to the Universal
Source.

The anima/animus dynamic is reflected by the Moon
as well. The Soul is intrinsically both male and
female yet will preponderantly manifest in one
gender versus the other. Over a great period of
evolutionary time we must integrate both the inner
male and inner female equally. It is important to
note the impact of gender assignment in the context
of the Moon’s correspondence to the self-image. To
clarify this point, JWG often used the example of a
woman with a Moon in Aries, and a man with a
Moon in Pisces. Relative to prevailing cultural
conditioning women are expected to play the
traditional stay-at-home female role and men are
expected to play the traditional macho male role in
patriarchal societies. 
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However, the woman with an Aries Moon will not
see herself in this light. Similarly, the man with the
Moon in Pisces will not see himself as a macho Man;
it will take tremendous courage for a woman to
walk as an equal in the world and to challenge a
man in a similar field where men are deemed as
being worth more, just as it will take great courage
for a man to be emotionally sensitive and open in a
world where boys are told not to cry. As mentioned
before, one must become self-secure before
integration of the anima/animus can take hold.

The South Node symbolizes the distinct prior life
lens and resulting self-image that the Soul created
in order to actualize the core desires of the
evolutionary past symbolized by natal Pluto. It
signifies how the Soul has necessarily oriented to
reality in order to consciously emotionally integrate
the core dynamics of the past (Pluto). The South
Node symbolizes the specific dynamics that will
represent emotional security on a subjective level,
and the conscious emotional patterns that we must
often return to habitually because of security
derived from them.

The Moon corresponds to self-image, or personal
lens, and resulting emotional structure of the Soul.
The natal position of the Moon signifies the distinct
personal lens the Soul will create to work through
and cope with the natural tension felt in the push
away from the past (South Node) and towards the
future (North Node) in the present moment (Moon).
In essence, it acts as a bridge between the
emotional shift from our past and the future. It
represents the areas in which the individual will feel
the most drawn to self-nurture and emotionally
support him- or herself through the stress of the
transition away from past patterns of external
emotional security towards self-security. In this
light, the natal Moon corresponds to the specific
dynamics through which the Soul will foster an
internalized state of security, and work through the
feelings of vulnerability and insecurity that such
changes often create. This is the pathway, or
gateway, through which we progressively shift
emotional security from external sources to internal
and embrace our natural roots.

The North Node reflects the evolving, or forming,
self-lens and emotional structure of the Soul. Just as
the Soul has created a prior life self-image to
actualize the evolutionary intentions of the past
(Pluto), so too will the Soul create a developing, or
forming, self-image and distinct personal lens
through which the current 

THE MOON AND ITS NODES
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life’s intentions will be actualized (Pluto’s polarity
point). In other words, the evolving emotional
structure/ self-image of the Soul is put together
in order to facilitate the ongoing growth needs
of the Soul as it returns to Source. We
progressively create an inner space of self
security as we release past emotional patterns
that are causing stagnation and non-growth,
and nurture our connection to the Universal
Source. Our personal lens, or how we see and
know ourselves on an egocentric level, naturally
shifts as a result of such evolution. The position
of the North Node corresponds with the specific
self-image the Soul will create in order to
consciously manifest the current life intentions
as indicated by Pluto’s polarity point; it indicates
the developing self-image that reflects the
progressive merging and return to God/dess.

MOON AND ITS NODEST
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You come from such an interesting part of the
globe. Tell us a bit about your corner of the world.
What do you think a visitor to your hometown
would find interesting?
Basically, I am a child of the Universe with four planets
in the 9th house and as such I don’t really have one
hometown, but several. My longest home base was in
South London where Saturn and Pluto cross in my
Astro*Carto*Graphy. I finally moved before the
pandemic, onto my ‘Local Space’ Moon Line, where my
partner’s A*C*G Sun/Dec line crosses said Moon Line,
to Uzes, and the wilds of Southern France, to where
I’ve been coming and going for almost two decades, so
I know this area quite well. 

Our nearest town, Uzes, is a fairy tale 15th Duchy with
a Druid history and was a Roman outpost as the
source of water to our nearest big city, Nîmes (where
there are also the remains of a restored Roman Arena,
a Moon temple, a smaller temple to Juno, and a
Gemini temple which honors Emperor Augustus’ twin
nephews). Beautiful Uzes also features a medieval
garden and towers. And because it was Roman it was
built within a circle, with roads and gates aligning to
the four directions, which is of course the basis of a
Greco-Roman horoscope! 

Southern France is steeped in history and, for the
visiting astrologer, interesting in so many ways: we
have the birthplace of Nostradamus, in St Remy de
Provence; in Orange there is a Temple to Jupiter; in
Avignon, which has a strong feminine energy at the
entrance of the River Rhône, the ‘Palais de Pape’ is a
14th Medieval Gothic palace for the only ever female
Pope; and on the shore of the Mediterranean, this part
of France became a refuge for Mary Magdalene and
her devotees over 2000 years ago. There’s a lot of
evidence to suggest the three Mary’s came ashore in
the beautiful land of flamingos, black bulls, and white
horses – the Camargue – at Saintes Marie de-la-Mer. 

There is even a cave in Provence where it is said
Magdalene taught and died. In the past, we have taken
summer students to these powerful Goddess sites that
are infused with centuries of prayer and devotion. And
while there is a definite, almost tangible shakti
presence in the 12thC Basilica of St Mary Magdalene at
St Maximin-le-St-Baume, I am not sure her skull in the
crypt is hers.
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That said, for the astrologically minded, there are
remnants of 3rd/4thC carvings of Fish (Pisces?), and
an intriguing 7thC sarcophagus which features the
Capricorn Sea-Goat. Throughout Provence and the
Occitan (my area), many a church and chateau are
charged with astrological and mythological
references, where the Goddess has been revered, be
she Druid, Roman or Catholic, Cathar and the Black
Madonna. 

How do you think the astrology world where you
live is unique to the rest of the world?
 To be honest, I live an isolated life these days, so my
astrology world is basically web based, keeping ‘Astro
Dakini*s Dharma Stars’ updated and, of course,
connecting to the wonderful Cosmic Intelligence
Agency (as Agent 87).

Everyone has a story about how they heard the
astrological call. How did you become interested
in astrology?
When I was about 14-15 there was a magazine which
was very progressive for its time (1970) called NOVA.
It featured a fabulous Sun Sign column written by the
highly praised, supremely talented, and much
emulated English astrologer, Patric Walker. It was he
who first turned my teenage self’s attention up to the
stars and perhaps more importantly for this
Cancerian to understand the Moon’s monthly cycle,
from new to full and back to dark. 

Back then I saw myself as working in the creative
world of art and design, so I watched Luna wax and
wane along with my own rhythms until, fast forward
through a decade that included four years of
‘Environmental Art’ at art school and ensuing years of
arty projects that followed, to 1982, when I was
working a photo shoot in Toronto and my interest in 
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astrology was piqued to another level. At the time I
was in Canada, reeling from a disastrous (American)
love affair, and the art scene in Toronto was vibrant
and collaborative and inviting (my Mercury M/C line
runs right through T.O.). The photographer’s girlfriend
had a hundred-year ephemeris in her handbag, and
she wanted to know: how come in my mid-twenties I
had my own fashion accessory line featured by pop
stars in various magazines? Even Madonna wore some
of my handmade 80’s creations that sold in New York’s
iconic punk rock shop ‘Trash & Vaudeville!’ (My Venus
line runs straight through NY, NY).  

Patricia, the Canadian astrologer, attributed my
enterprising spirit to planets in fire signs. But the
heartbroken me wanted to know why my significant
love-affair was so star-crossed. All at once, from that
moment on my understanding of life, the universe and
everything, expanded and fell into place, as she
explained the synastry of planets between charts. I
was hooked. I totally got how a person’s Sun
illuminating my Pluto meant the passion was too
intense! Something had to give. I might have lost a
lover, but I gained the celestial treasure of astrology.
When I got back to London I immediately invested in
an early ‘Equinox’ personalized print out of the planets
in their signs and houses (Thank you Robert Curry).
Then Ananda Bagley’s ‘Electric Ephemeris’ provided a
‘round chart’. By the mid-80’s I’d learned to hand-draw
and calculate charts in a small Bloomsbury attic in the
‘Art Worker’s Guild’, with Geoffrey Cornelius as the
teacher. At the time I was also working in a TV & Film
special FX Art Department, but attending as many
lectures as I could, especially those by the late and
great Howard Sasportas, whose insight and teaching
continues to make an impact. 

We all have people who taught and influenced us.
Whose astrological work do you most admire?
Well, I have always given thanks to have been blessed
with fabulous teachers and have several schools of
astrology to be grateful for, from the Sidereal East to
the Tropical West. From western schools I’ve already
mentioned beloved Howard Sasportas, who had a
major astrological, spiritual (he was a certified T.M.
teacher), psychological, and heart influence upon my
life and work. Also, Geoffrey Cornelius, Robert Curry,
and the amazing Liz Green and Melanie Reinhart, all of
whom I admire greatly. During those early 80’s days of
astrology my appetite for astrology was insatiable.
From the A.A., Charles Harvey encouraged my
enthusiasm. From books, Margaret Hone fostered my
rational mind, and Isabel Hickey, Dane Rudyar, and 

Alice A. Bailey the esoteric astrological authority to 
 raise the cosmic love vibration. Other Western
Astrology inspirations include Michael Erlewine for
Winstar and ‘Helio’ charts; the designers of Solar Fire
(Where would we be with it?); Michael Lutin for being
his wonderful fabulous self; Tad Mann for his books
and teachings and Martin Davis for Local Space (and
A*C*G); Bernadette Brady for her work with fixed
stars; Nick Campion for his historical and philosophical
perspective (and for being a good friend when Howard
t.Sasportas died so young); and the master Rob Hand,
mainly for an experiential meditation that guided me
to invest in a handy-dandy pocket astro-calculator in
1987. For another ten years I was able to draw up
charts on my travels. The pocket calculator was a
benefit at home and abroad, even though it had very
odd instructions because it had been adapted from an
ordinary calculator. 

I’d also like to mention one of my earliest influences,
the wonderful Olivia Barclay (whose daughter and I
went to a same school!) who single-handedly brought
William Lilly and Christian Astrology to life in the early
80’s. Olivia and I shared the same town, Deal, Kent for
quite a few years. In my mind’s eye I can still see her
walking on the beach with her glorious purple afro. We
became good friends and would dance and singalong
to ABBA (and some Rolling Stones) at the same time
she’d talk about ‘God’s Laws’ (i.e., astrological rules)
and encouraged me to learn Horary. 

Olivia even knew my Tibetan Astrology teacher,
Professor Jampa Dhagthon, which was a random
connection, and was thrilled when I came back from
my year in India and told her all about my adventures
with Tibetan Astrology. The person who magnetized
me go to India, however, was my beloved heart Lama,
from the Clear Light Kalachakra Lineage, Kirti
Tsenshab Rinpoche. His incredibly precious Kalachakra
‘Time Wheel’ commentaries and teachings are a
treasure. Being taught by such a brilliant and rare
person was an exceptional blessing. Rinpoche also did
serious water blessings, but only when the Moon was
with Mars! He died 2006. In tribute, I wrote about his
water blessing pilgrimage, which you can find on the
web. Other ‘Eastern’ astrology teachers I very much
admire are Chogyam Namkai Norbu especially for his
books on elemental astrology. Plus, Tsering Dolma and
Philippe Cornu, also for  elemental; and Ed Henning
and Kim Lai for further Kalachakra study. For me
astrology is an ongoing study. As we all know, once
you have one astrological topic under your celestial
belt, another comes along and the study is endless,
infinite like space itself!
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Over the course of our astrological practices, we
eventually find something that we enjoy and
develop. What is your astrological Super Power
and how do you use it? 
In my own chart, the strongest planet is Mercury in
Gemini, which is also in essential dignity and conjunct
fabulous Fixed Stars to help the planet of
communication really shine. Therefore, I would say
that Mercury is my personal astrological super-
power. Conjunct Venus (among other aspects), a
quick-thinking Mercury helped in the old days of art-
department of film, tv and video, and other media.
My Mercury came into its own when we made Chanel
4’s ‘Astrology Show’, a 12-part series for national TV in
the UK in 1990, which meant being on the other side
of the camera on TV, in newspapers and magazines.
Mercury in Gemini really does function as the
celestial courier, like a shamanic sacred squirrel able
to shapeshift to chat, charm and communicate on all
tiers and all levels, including therapeutic psychopomp
as it is in the 8th house, conjunct the South Node and
in Hayz. 

I recently discovered my Gemini Mercury is also
conjunct asteroid Eros, which makes so much sense
as I talk and write of love and relationship – a lot! The
late degree Gemini Mercury is conjunct Venus in early
Cancer, so ‘The Love’ is in communication and
familial, as in global family and compounded with
care. Venus also came into my life as a child during
those mercurial years, from 2-8, because I was raised
in Cyprus, the island from where the Greek Goddess
of Love, Aphrodite, arose. Aphrodite became Venus
to the Romans. Here I want to shout out to Juls, who
continues to illuminate the Venusian fractal heart
rose, with an exalted Venus, to keep up the great
work: the Venus Star Point is inspiring. 
 
I love how my Mercury sits next to Venus! A Gemini
Mercury is youthful and bright, and even as I look at
the end of my 60’s, my Mercury continues to work
well, especially with the client work that I love. This
Mercury assimilates and read charts and listens easily
to comprehend whatever is going on, as well quickly
finds antidotes to problems that arise. Such a
Mercury also means that others enjoy my words and
what I have to say, which is nice (not in an ego way!),
as part of my pioneering Moon-in-Aries astrological
mission statement of 2006 was to set the intention to
continue influencing astrology with a spiritual
dimension. Sometimes it’s good to blow your own

horn when you’re a change maker (I have the Sun
conjunct Uranus) and see how 16 years of Dharma
Stars had an impact upon the new generation, so
when I look around at some of the writing that’s
coming out now, I give thanks to those that
influenced me too.  

Another astrological super-power I possess is four
planets in the 9th house, which enables my mind to
be open and ‘global’, and I can use many different
astrological techniques. For a reading I now overlay a
western style horoscope (which aligns with
Kalachakra teachings, as the starting point of the
Kalachakra Mandala is 0°Aries at the Spring Equinox),
with eastern Indian/Persian Nakshatras, plus the
Fixed Stars (from all traditions); and that is just for
starters, as I also include modern asteroids, Ptolemy’s
dignities, and Tibetan subtle body indicators.
Sometimes, depending upon what is called for I will
also look at the horoscope aligned with fengshui with
a person’s Mewa in the Bagua (magic number in the
box of magic numbers). Integrating everything
continues the buzz of connection that I used to get in
the early days from hand drawing and calculating a
chart and watching the magic of planets in their signs
and houses come together to form a unique map of
the heavens. Now, even though I press a button to
erect and print a basic chart, I still love hand-working
a horoscope for hours before seeing a client.
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The Pandemic suddenly gave us a lot of time to
stay indoors and reflect on our inner life. How did
you use your time during Lockdown?
For all my lifetimes of Cat Goddess incantations, I got
chosen to be caretaker of a fabulous Siamese mama
cat, who arrived in my garden during lockdown
starving and pregnant, with a big fat belly and bones
poking through everywhere else. I already have a 19-
year-old three-legged Kitty Queen and didn’t really
want another. But what was I to do? This Mama also
gave us two little tiger twins to watch play, all while the
world tackled the then novel virus. The animals are a
delightful distraction, and my husband and I are both
very happy they arrived when they did.  

 Being an astrologer, I knew something would go down
January 10th, 2020. Indeed, when in client sessions,
especially from June 2019, I would hold up the
Capricorn overload chart to show and tell people that
something big was going to happen and how it would
affect the whole world and where that would influence
their charts. All my clients were grateful to have been
prepared for the major life changes we have since
witnessed. Astrology forewarns so that we can
forearm. Yet with Saturn in Aquarius as we speak, it
seems many people were and still are deeply affected
by the lack of social contact during those tough covid
times. We are social creatures after all. 

That said, I enjoy being on my own; life was quite
sweet for me in the initial lockdown. I watched 
flowers grow in places where they’d hadn’t been able
to before, due to traffic. And I suspect I was among the
first covid wave late Feb 2020 (there were no tests
then). By early March I was back on functioning form
and hosted and played a crazy wild ‘Song Challenge’ on
Facebook, which was loads of fun to cheer us all up. At
the time I also felt it was important to take our mind
off ‘the fear’ and remember the good times, and there
is nothing quite like music to stir memories and feed
the soul. I also wrote Full Moon reports for the C*I*A
(which, for various reasons, came to an amicable end
almost a year ago). 

You’ve been practicing astrology for a long time.
What are your plans for the future?
For almost forty years I’ve been practicing astrology and
interested for over 50 – but hey, experience counts 😊 And
yes, I have lots plans for the future, some concern my
astrology program which I don’t want to jinx by talking
about them; but hopefully all will lead to me taking at least
a year off to go on retreat at some point, which will be a bit
like having a gap-year but at the other end of life, as a time
of contemplation to put the esoteric astrological and 30-
years of Buddhist teachings into practice so that when my
time comes I can die happy and aim for a good rebirth.
Reincarnation makes a lot of sense to me. And I’ve been
told by various pandits and psychics that I will come back
next time as a man. 
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Whether this is a ‘higher’ rebirth remains to be seen.
But there’s a way to go before the altruistic and
egalitarian ‘Age of Aquarius’ really takes hold, an age
where all beings are considered equal. Our current
race, sex, caste, class imbalances are something I try
to redress, so maybe in the next life that karma will
be brought forward. Anyway, such an ambition is to
hedge my bets when taking care of spirit and soul –
just in case!

If you could go back in time, you might want to do
something different in the course of becoming a
professional astrologer. What advice would you
give to new astrologers?  Everybody has their own
karma to work through in their own time and I
wouldn’t really change too much about my past,
apart from going into ‘recovery’ earlier to become a
better person, but that’s another story. And a chance
meeting with my root guru, His Holiness the Dalai
Lama, in 1990, one week after my father had passed,
meant I took a first step to purify my karma to have a
clearer heartmind. Another step was taken in 1994,
when I took Buddhist refuge with H.H.D.L.

Maybe the one thing that I would have changed at
the peak of my astrological TV fame on C4, BBC,
Living and Star TV (early 90’s), is that I could have
taken acting classes. Hindsight is a wonderful thing: I
am told there are acting tools to handle the variety of
media demands which were made at a time when I
was also grieving multiple bereavement. Instead, I
went back into my Cancerian shell. When I emerged
in ’94 the creativity was free-flowing arty-pagan grass
roots, doing astrological performance with my ever
changing ‘Planet Motion’ troupe of dancers and
musicians. We would theatrically enact the horoscope
of any given moment time as a ceremonial
performance astro-drama, sometimes with giant
planet puppets, smoke machines and fire jugglers.
Great Fun. And then I went East. 

For anyone coming to astrology now I would say
‘practice makes perfect’. Initially study the charts of
family and friends or those in the limelight; but at
some point, you need to put astrology to the test. So,
to new people I say make sure you learn from outside
of your comfort zone, learn by being in the world and
in the marketplace. Also go to conferences and group
meetings. It’s a classy way to learn by dressing up in
saris, for example, at the wonderful Krishnamurti
Institute for Vedic Culture conference (thanks for the
invite, Alex!). And, if you really want to sharpen your    

i

skills quickly, do psychic fairs. Not only will you know
when a punter leaves happy, but you too, learn about
assessing a chart quickly and correctly. After about
10,000 charts you really do get it. 😉

The world has changed so much since you first
started studying astrology. How do you think
astrology has changed in the past 20 years?
The internet changed everything about the world we
now live in, including astrology, or should I say
especially astrology! Watching astrology explode on
the internet with the younger generation is very
satisfying, because the Web is such an Aquarian tool
which can be used to bring people together in extreme
ways that be exciting – and terrifying. The web can be
used to disseminate information freely or for
oppressive surveillance control as we are seeing more
of. But social media, for instance, has been an
incredible boon for astrology. The net is a very airy
medium to which I also contributed some changes in
my own way. Back in 1998, when the Internet was in its
infancy, I worked for company called ‘World Interactive
Television’, editing a pioneering project called ‘Live
Astro’. The idea was to go international and give ‘live’
astrological readings, pre-skype, pre-zoom, pre-
facetime. By 2002 the Live Astro project with its
accompanying astro spin cycles had done well enough
to be sold to a London TV station, exactly 20 years ago. 

Finally, what would you change in astrology if you
could?
 Astrology is a scientific art that grows, develops, and
adapts to the times and culture we live in. I am hoping
‘the evidence’ as to how ‘it’ all works will eventually
come to light for astrology to be used more in
‘everyday life’. Intuitively I feel we are getting closer to
that moment…  May it be so!

Laura Boomer-Trent has an arts
background, with an earlier career in film and
television. An astrologer for over 30 years,
since studying at His Holiness, the Dalai Lama’s
‘Tibetan Medical & Astro Science Institute’ in
India (mid-90’s), Laura integrates ancient
Eastern healing arts: Tibetan, Chinese and
Indian – astrology, yoga and tantra- with
western astrology and modern quantum meta-
physics.  Book your thorough Astro
consultation with Laura, details at her website.
Website: https://astrodakini.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/AstroDakiniDha
rmaStarsAstrology
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 20 May 1976 –  22 August 2022

Deborah Thewlis was a bright and charismatic
member of the astrological community. She had a
lifelong interest in astrology which she manifested
with her Diploma from the Centre of Psychological
Astrology (CPA) in 2011. A holistic massage therapist
she incorporated her skills in counselling and
astrology in all she did, helping her clients find their
true selves within. As the partner of former
Astrological Journal editor John Green, she helped him
in the founding of his Mercury Internet School of
Psychological Astrology (MISPA) in 2015 and
continued to provide both administrative and
teaching support to MISPA for the rest of her life.

She could often be seen at Astrological Association
conferences where she loved to mingle and discuss
astrology to the early hours, as well as enjoy the fun
of fancy dress at the Saturday night dinners where
she won first prize several times with John. In 2019
she gave her talk ‘The Art of Falling Apart – Planets in

16 June 1948 - 
14 August 2022

My memories of Sue
Farebrother are so
plentiful that I honestly
can’t remember
meeting her for the
first time. Back in the
early 2000s, I struggled
with many demands on 

my time (three young Aries children just for starters)
and it wasn’t easy to get away from my
responsibilities. But if there was an astrological event
I could manage to attend, Sue would be there too. We
became fast friends and I always appreciated that she
took time out to help me navigate through some very
difficult times. In fact, when I reflect on our long
friendship, I realize she very well may have been the
glue that kept me together. Sue would laugh when I
took things a little too seriously or give me a stern
talking to when I was in danger of not taking
something seriously enough. Somehow, with her 

   IN MEMORIUMIN MEMORIUMIN MEMORIUM
DEBORAH THEWLIS

SUE FAREBROTHER

the 12th House’ at the AA conference which was
extremely well received for casting some light on the
contents of this nebulous house. Sadly, she was
diagnosed with trachea cancer in May 2022 and passed
away at the end of August. Her vibrancy and sense of
fun will be sorely missed by the community.

Darby Costello writes… Deborah joined the CPA in 2007
and she immediately stood out because of her beauty
and her excitement about learning with all of us. She
was both shy and passionate at the same time and she
and I soon discovered we shared many things besides
our profound love of astrology: we loved and needed
the non-human world of nature, and we loved being
with people, a few or a lot at one time. And we both
loved beauty on so many different levels. It has been
some years since we have had time together, but she
always remained vibrant in my heart and memory. May
her spirit be one with eternal beauty now.

encouragement, I started to find myself on the lectur
programs of astrological groups. She attended my very
first public lecture at the Astrological Lodge of London
in 2005 and every other one after that. How comforting
it was to find a friendly, familiar face in the audience.

Sue was also one of my astrology teachers for the
Faculty of Astrological Studies and it is her I credit for
getting me interested in Harmonics. I got the very
strong idea she was a fan of Bob Dylan and Leonard
Cohen! By that time, we were both doing the MA in
Cultural Astrology and Astrology at Bath Spa too. As I
was a full time teacher, I often ran late getting to Bath
because it was a close call catching the right train after
school. I’d steady myself before opening the classroom
door, nervous about being late yet again. Before long, I
was in the habit of waiting to hear Sue’s laughter so I
knew when there was a break that would give me the
chance to sneak in. One night we stood out in the car
park admiring the Venus-Moon conjunction. Staring at
the sky, we murmured quietly together in awe. I said
something about feeling yourself shrink under the
magnificence of the sky and Sue laughed. Behind us,
there was a group of students talking loudly amongst 
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themselves. One was clearly amused by the fact that
there was an MA in astrology right there on the very
campus they were standing in. I had the uneasy
feeling that this was a bad sign and was about to say
so to Sue. However, she laughed and said, “That guy
could do with shrinking under the magnificence of
the sky.”

I had the pleasure of meeting Sue’s sons on several
occasions when I visited her: all three are sterling
gentlemen, a true credit to Sue. For the last 13
years, we were practically neighbours and often met
up either at her home or at a nearby restaurant. On
one particular occasion, I saw Sue’s diploma from
the FAS proudly displayed on her living room wall. I
was going through a period of discouragement
during my astrological studies and was very
tempted to give in. When I told Sue this, she put on
her serious face and told me the only solution was
to try a little harder and dig a little deeper. Thus I
can say Sue is responsible for getting me through
the FAS diploma too. I finally got the diploma in
2015 and of course Sue was with me to celebrate at
one of our usual haunts. By this time, we both had
books out but Sue’s had come out first. Of course, I
totally emulated the way she did her book launch. I
had learned not to stray too far from the way Sue
did things. 
 
 Just before I went to India in late 2017 to prepare
for IVC 2018, we met up for what I was jokingly
calling “The Last Supper”. I was nervous about going
to a relatively unknown place pretty much on my
own for an extended period of time to perform a
task I wasn’t sure I could do. We reminisced about
the past and laughed at all the times I told Sue that I
didn’t think I could do something. By the end of the
evening, I felt ready for India.

I could go on with my many memories of Sue: the
United Astrology Conference in Chicago 2018, all
the times she travelled to Walthamstow for my
birthday, the time I crashed on her settee because I
had exhausted myself during an OfSted inspection
and didn’t think I could make it home or all the
times we just drank tea and said absolutely nothing
at all. It will be terribly difficult to attend the next
astrology event and not have Sue to talk to.

The last time I saw Sue in the flesh was at Kim
Farnell’s birthday party just before Lockdown. It
was a fabulous time filled with Sue’s trademark
laughter. When it was starting to be safe to come
out of Lockdown, I asked her if she’d like to meet
up. I knew she had suffered some disappointments
and I thought I would return a favour by helping
her reflect on all her many achievements: her
family, her highly successful books published
around the globe, all the times she supported
astrologers from all over the world. She was
uncharacteristically quiet. I did not press but
waited patiently. In time she responded by saying
she was ill. I had no idea things were so serious
because she kept these matters to herself.

When word reached me that she had died, the only
thing I could focus on at first was the frailty of life
and the importance of not waiting too long before
reaching out to friends. Tempus Fugit. However,
after speaking to her son Davin, I realized that Sue
managed her death exactly the way she managed
her life: she did it her way. Davin told me her
passing had been peaceful and pain free. I like to
think she went to sleep as Leonard Cohen softly
crooned and she closed her eyes for the final time.
“Goodbye old friend. Endless love, see you down
the road”

   IN MEMORIUMIN MEMORIUMIN MEMORIUM

You will both be greatly missed!



22nd January, 2023
Pluto In Aquarius: Crossing the Rubicon

with Liz Hathway
 Between 23 March 2023 and 19 November 2024 Pluto will cross the zero degree
Aquarius point five times. In fact in April 2023 Pluto stations here, whereby bringing all his
considerable force to bear on this specific area of the zodiac. We could say that Pluto is
about to stamp his seal of approval on the definitive ingress of the Jupiter and Saturn
conjunctions into the air signs which took place at zero degrees Aquarius, at the time of
the winter solstice in December 2020. In this talk, Liz will take us through a series of
historical horoscopes which she hopes will help us to start imagining how Pluto in
Aquarius might manifest. Drawing on important astrological sources that explore the
nature of Pluto, what conclusions might be drawn from past history, and more
importantly perhaps, she will consider Pluto’s passage out of the underworld. Soon, Pluto
will rise above the horizon – and journey across his own discovery descendant. 

9th, February , 2023
Dreams, Jungian analysis and Astrology

with Christos Archos
In this presentation Christos will talk about  how the dream world and jungian analysis
can be worked  together with astrology in order to understand the meaning of a dream,
by also gaining  greater insight into our inner world. 

 
 

23rd, February 2023
It's Bigger Than All of Us 

with Lynn Bell
March 2023 highlights the last two signs of the zodiac, Aquarius and Pisces, bringing a
moment where we are caught up in events that are much bigger than all of us. It will be
our first, brief encounter with Pluto in Aquarius, bringing a cycle of creation/destruction
that over time, affects the whole of society. . The way we gather, work together and
exchange will be reinvented during the 22 years Pluto spends in this sign. At the same
time Saturn enters the unfamiliar territory of Pisces , a sign where all boundaries become
fluid, uncertain and ripe for change. Anxiety around the erasure of our familiar world can
give rise to some strange beliefs, as we are called to embody new dreams.
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